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INFORMATION DISCOVERY IN DISTRIBUTED
SYSTEMS - A NOVEL CONCEPT BASED ON

MODELLING OF INFORMATION ELEMENTS

ABSTRACT

Sharing of information with those in need of it has always been an idealistic goal

of networked environments. With the proliferation of computer networks, information is

so widely distributed among systems, that it is imperative to have well-organized

schemes for retrieval and also discovery. This thesis attempts to investigate the problems

associated with such schemes and suggests a software architecture, which is aimed

towards achieving a meaningful discovery. Usage of information elements as a

modelling base for efficient information discovery in distributed systems is demonstrated

with the aid of a novel conceptual entity called infotron.

The investigations are focused on distributed systems and their associated

problems. The study was directed towards identifying suitable software architecture and

incorporating the same in an environment where information growth is phenomenal and a

proper mechanism for carrying out information discovery becomes feasible. An

empirical study undertaken with the aid of an election database of constituencies

distributed geographically, provided the insights required. This is manifested in the

Election Counting and Reporting Software (ECRS) System. ECRS system is a software

system, which is essentially distributed in nature designed to prepare reports to district

VII



administrators about the election counting process and to generate other miscellaneous

statutory reports.

Most of the distributed systems of the nature of ECRS normally will possess a

"fragile architecture" which would make them amenable to collapse, with the

occurrence of minor faults. This is resolved with the help of the penta-tier architecture

proposed, that contained five different technologies at different tiers of the architecture.

The results of experiment conducted and its analysis show that such an

architecture would help to maintain different components of the software intact in an

impermeable manner from any internal or external faults. The architecture thus evolved

needed a mechanism to support information processing and discovery. This necessitated

the introduction of the noveI concept of infotrons. Further, when a computing machine

has to perform any meaningful extraction of information, it is guided by what is termed

an infotron dictionary.

The other empirical study was to find out which of the two prominent markup

languages namely HTML and XML, is best suited for the incorporation of infotrons. A

comparative study of 200 documents in HTML and XML was undertaken. The result

was in favor of XML.

The concept of infotron and that of infotron dictionary, which were developed,

was applied to implement an Information Discovery System (IDS). IDS is essentially, a

system, that starts with the infotron(s) supplied as clue(s), and results in brewing the
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information required to satisfy the need of the information discoverer by utilizing the

documents available at its disposal (as information space). The various components of

the system and their interaction follows the penta-tier architectural model and therefore

can be considered fault-tolerant. IDS is generic in nature and therefore the characteristics

and the specifications were drawn up accordingly. Many subsystems interacted with

multiple infotron dictionaries that were maintained in the system.

In order to demonstrate the working of the IDS and to discover the information

without modification of a typical Library Information System (LIS), an Information

Discovery in Library Information System (lDLIS) application was developed. IDLIS is

essentially a wrapper for the LIS, which maintains all the databases of the library. The

purpose was to demonstrate that the functionality of a legacy system could be enhanced

with the augmentation of IDS leading to information discovery service. IDLIS

demonstrates IDS in action. IDLIS proves that any legacy system could be augmented

with IDS effectively to provide the additional functionality of information discovery

service.

Possible applications of IDS and scope for further research III the field are

covered.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Continued miniaturization of microelectronics and higher level of software

performance have produced computers with immense power within their hood. Present

day microprocessors can churn numbers at an incredible speed and at great accuracy.

Their capacity has surpassed teraflops and they have already started operating at Giga

Hert~ (GHz) clock. Their basic word length has been increased from 32 to 64 bits; apart

from using numerous parallel computing components incorporated right at the hardware

level. Modem computer systems contain often than not, more than a single processor

housed within it. Any reasonable server available on the network today, for instance, is

based on at least a dual processor architecture.

The goal of engineers in the software field has been to devise methodologies to

develop the software easily, faster, and in a maintainable way throughout the software

life cycle and even beyond. Recently, the focus has shifted from just solving the problem

once, to think whether the components so developed for one purpose can be reused with

little or no modification to a similar problem environment in other domain or an

organization with a different environment. This trend is mainly due to the following

reasons.
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The software components, which have been proved reliable, when reused in a new

environment/context increases the level of confidence in the new system developed. This

in turn results in high reliability and quality of the deliverable software system. In

addition, there is a reduction in the total developmental time. The independent nature of

each component makes it suitable to be coupled with the running system dynamically,

resulting in high availability, fidelity and utilization of the software system. Other

problems often faced are the maintenance of software, and avoiding prohibitive

developmental cost, especially so, for large software systems.

Despite being expensive to develop large software system, there is no guarantee

that the estimated operational life cycle of the software system is reasonable enough to

justify the system development in the first place. This is largely due to the ever evolving,

dynamic nature of the environment in which the large software system operates. The

dynamic nature of the problem environment calls for such software architectures, which

can face the test of time and scale with the change in specification of the software system.

A well-developed architectural framework can concoct understanding of the software

system plausible to flourish its feasibility and extend its operational life cycle at least to

justify development.

As the basic computing technology developed from mechanical to electronics and

further from analog to digital, computing power has increased in order of magnitude,

with a decrease in cost and size of machines. This transition of the machines has led to
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the development of many distributed systems (DSs). DSs make it possible for the

computers to find usage in new application that did not exist earlier.

1.2 MOTIVATION

The major challenge faced by humanity today, is the tremendous growth of

information [1,2]. This is more so in a distributed system (DS). The trend of

information getting accumulated in a DS is expected to continue and grow further. This

trend will lead to "eternal information space" in a DS. For instance, in the universe of

Internet - the largest distributed system - finding the required information amounts to an

expedition. Without being able to keep in pace with the current growth of information on

the Internet, the present search engines are seeking alternative technologies [3,4].

A book by David Shenk [5] titled "Data Smog coping with the information glut"

elucidates the problems of information explosion/overload that is invading mankind, as a

result of the technological revolution, that took place in the past few decades. As

observed by Neil Postman in his review comments [available in Internet at

http://www.amazon.com] on Shenk's book, "Over the past 150 years, humanity solved

the problem of information scarcity. In solving it, we created the problem ofinformation

glut, incoherence, and meaninglessness". Accordingly, humanity appears to get escorted

from an information-scarce society to an information-loaded one. Neil Postman himself

has written a book in similar vibes [6].
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Steve Kirsch the founder of Infoseek search engine has pointed out the way in

which the information overload on the Internet is growing day by day. He presented how

and at what rate the information content and the users of the Internet are growing

worldwide.

Radical growth in Internet, I associated with the swift growth of the World Wide

Web (WWW), and other technologies (such as Space technology, Geographical

Information System (GIS) etc.), forced everyone to generate information in the digital

form. The data so generated was in terms of terabytes, as is rightly observed by

Sadananda in [7]. The author therein has even made suggestion and pointers to choose

from one among the several alternative tools and techniques.

The Reuters started a project [8] to cope up with the "Information explosion", in

relation to the staggering information producing capability they had themselves built,

with more than 27,000 pages of reports per second. Their study report suggests, an

important need to measure and incorporate sound information management techniques at

all levels.

Daniel Drelinger et. aI., [9] designed a meta search engine, which they named

SavvySearch that was capable of producing results from various other search engines.

Meta search engines automate and produce results, which otherwise could have been

achieved - albeit independently - using search engines by human beings.

1 Internet and WWW are two different entities. The former represents the network of computer networks. whereas the latter is a
collection ofHTML pages with hyperlinks connecting them to form a web within the former.
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The issues discussed and the problems mentioned are some of the basic

motivating factors for conducting the present research.

1.3 SCOPE

This work is the manifestation of the need to support the needs of information

scientists, software architects, knowledge engineers, and the like who constantly

endeavor for improvement in the information discovery process. The concept of

infotrons was the outcome of investigations towards quantifying and modelling

information and information systems, which is expected to get refined in due course. It is

hoped that infotron would ultimately represent the basic unit of information storage at its

barest form.

Software systems find themselves constrained, and unable to cope up with the

growth of networks. It was often predicted that the IPv4 address space would soon be

exhausted, paving way for the new generation IPv6; this however has not happened yet.

The accepted language support on computer networks namely Hyper Text Markup

Language (HTML), eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [10] etc., were considered for

adaptation of the concept of infotrons. Some advantage in the processing has been

observed using XML; it also appears to be friendlier to the class who create solemn and

fundamental information.
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The prototype IDS developed is useful in legacy systems'. IDS would in a way

enhance legacy systems' functionality. It would also equip the legacy systems with the

capability to adapt to the emerging new technology.

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE WORK

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 gives a brief account of the evolution of the problems of information

explosion. A brief description of the motivating factors for conducting research in this

topic is also given along with the scope. Chapter 2 investigates in more detail the

problems and issues faced by OS along with a review of the relevant literature. The

approach to modelling of information is examined. The basic concepts and techniques

pertaining to Information Retrieval (lR) are reviewed. An overview of previous work

done in the field is also presented. Chapter 3 focuses on the architectural aspects of a

large distributed software system. It starts with information discovery paradigm and goes

on to list various issues related to Information Discovery. The penta-tier architecture

introduced as a result of the experiences gained in "Election Counting and Reporting

Software" (ECRS) system, is also presented in this chapter. Chapter 4 focuses on the

approach taken by Shannon and others towards the concept of information and

investigates their suitability in the context of ID. The need to evolve the concept of

"INFOTRONS" is highlighted. A formal definition of information, which involves

zLegacySystems are applicationsand data that havebeen inheritedfrom languages, platforms,and techniquesearlier than current
technology e.g. those that do not utilizethe Internet.
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infotrons, is given. This Chapter further discusses the proposed Information Discovery

System (IDS) and the design methodology followed, along with a brief description of the

hardware and software platforms used. The focus is on the alternatives available in the

context of Internet and WWW for creation and/or dissemination of information. Further,

a front end has been developed for the Library Information System (LIS) resulting in

Information Discovery in Library Information System (IDLIS). Inherently IDLIS uses

the IDS. The thesis ends with chapter 5 where observations and inferences brought out in

the earlier chapters are summarized. Suggestions for further work are also incorporated.

A list of references is appended.
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CHAPTER 2

INFORMATION DISCOVERY - A REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The information space in the universe is growing at an unbelievable rate. To

capture all this space in digital form and work on this space for efficient and effective

usage of information with the hope to become more powerful and competitive has been a

strong desire of everyone. The inabilities to keep in pace with this explosion of

information makes it imminent for an individual/organization to use fast, accurate and

effective devices like computers. Therefore, any single individual/organization may

become incompetent to look beyond the smog of information to derive any potential

benefit from the vast information space at their disposal. Locating the potentially

beneficial information at the right time and retrieving it, requires capturing information at

the point of its creation. This capturing and storing of information, in turn, results in

information being fragmented between various sources. Hence this leads to a distributed

system.

Distributed systems have their own characteristics and present challenges to

engineers, researchers and scientist. These are described in the next section.
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2.2 DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS: CHARACTERISTICS AND

CHALLENGES

The distributed system is defined by [11] as:

HA system in which hardware or software components located at networked
computers communicate and coordinate their actions only by message passing ".

According to [12],

/lA DS is a collection of independent computers that appear to the user of the
system as a single computer".

Clearly then, the largest and best-known DS is the set of computers, software, and

services comprising the [13, 14] Internet / World Wide Web (WWW), which is so

pervasive that it coexists with and connects to most other existing DSs.

The reason for going distributed are many, major ones among them being

• Functional distribution
• Inherent distribution
• Load distribution/balancing
• Replication of processing power
• Physical separation
• Economics

Thus most of the distributed systems today have essentially the following

properties/characteristics -

• Multiple computers
• Resource sharing
• Concurrency
• Message passing
• Heterogeneity
• Multiple protocols
• Openness
• Extensibility
• Reliability

9

• Fault tolerance
• Flexibility
• Persistence
• Security
• Isolation
• Decentralized control
• Information sharing

capability
• Cost saving



The software systems written for such DSs - which may possibly have multiple

processors - have features of multi tasking, multi processing, and multi threading, which

will be used and accessed by multiple users. Thus necessarily all large software systems

are distributed in nature. For example, enterprise-wide business systems must support

multiple users executing common applications across different sites.

DS presents many challenges to the scientists and researchers.

• They cannot be modeled adequately as Turing Machines (TMs). Unlike

TMs, DSs may be open, arbitrarily extensible by adding new nodes or

functionality, and reactive, continuously responding to changing

environments.

• Prescribing the specification for a DS is not an easy task. This is so as

DSs do not merely compute a single function or perform a single action.

Instead, they perform a never-ending stream of diverse operations. The

present specification techniques available from discrete mathematics such

as pre-conditions and post-conditions that describe inputs and outputs of

sequential programs will not be sufficient to describe the ongoing

properties of the system as a whole. Hence one has to rely on temporal

logic or related modal logics that provide at least two forms of

specifications - properties that must

10



• invariably hold true

• eventually hold true.

• Systems engineering and design, in case of DS is non trivial. Building a

successful DS requires adherence to sound design principles and engineering

practices, and reliance on an increasingly standardized set of decomposition and

structuring rules. Adequate care must be taken to identify components used (for

example - Domain Naming System (DNS), which provides a basis for the

naming scheme used on the WWW). Further, care must be bestowed in clearly

defining interfaces and implementations. Component management is also an

issue in system engineering of DS especially if they have to be reused in an

unforeseen environment later.

• Architectural style used / developed for a DS involves trade-offs and hence

varies considerably between different DSs or each of the subsystems of OS.

System or subsystems may be based on one or more design patterns and the

variation mainly depends on the nature of the system itself and the components

used in system establishment.

Foregoing observations indicate that the mam challenges are modelling,

specification, engineering, and architectural aspects of a DS. Hence, in the next section a

review of the issues in modelling of large information systems is given.
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2.3 INFORMATION MODELLING

One trend in computer science and cognitive psychology has been a parallel

evolution towards abstraction mechanisms that allow a more generic conceptualisation of

the way information is structured, stored, retrieved, and processed, through the formalism

of information modelling.

Modelling offers a number of advantages. The very discipline of constructing a

model requires a clear view of who or what is being modelled and forces the modeller to

select and articulate a particular point of view. A well-formed model will also help

anyone understand the endeavour being modelled, and even a poor model will at least

indicate to the model builder the need for further clarification of idea because of the sheer

exactitude insisted upon. Also, even though specific models may be idiosyncratic with

regard to their content, the concepts and techniques used to build them may well be

useful in other, very different contexts. In fact, sometimes the most revealing insights

arise from taking a perspective that is very far removed from the usual way of looking at

things.

Selected literature of the past decades pertaining to various models and modelling

techniques within information science are reviewed. Since many terms are not

consistently defined, a working definition of major terms is provided. The selected

literature can be identified under three major categories: 1) cognitive models, 2)

conceptual models, and 3) semantic data models. A related concept is the idea of user

12



models developed in Artificial Intelligence (AI) research. It appears that many AI

applications would work much better if the system incorporated a model of the user. It is

worth noting, however, that AI approaches to user modelling have attracted considerable

attention in the IR research community. Daniels [15] and Brajnik et. al.,[16] discuss user

models in an IR context.

Information system(s) (IS): An information system is considered to be any

combination of information source(s) together with any access and/or retrieval/discovery

mechanisms provided for its manipulation or use. The purpose of any IS is to connect a

human user to an information source relevant to that user's current need, with the

expectation that the user will be able to retrieve/discover and internalise that portion of

the information required to achieve knowledge that will satisfy the need. Note that this

definition does not necessarily imply computer-based IS, although the literature

predominates in that area, nor does it necessarily imply document or other text-based

systems.

Information model(s) (IM): A model of any kind is first and foremost a

representation of a particular aspect of reality. As a representation it is both like and

unlike the reality it models. It has its own form and structure, and the correspondences or

divergences, between the model and the reality should both be expressible and actually

expressed. A model consists of components, links and relationships among the

components, and any operations or constraints concerning the behaviour of the

13



components. A model also requires at least one mode of expression, which may be

graphic, procedural, or discursive, among others.

An information model means any representation of information for the

acquisition, organization, or manipulation of information. Oberquelle [17] presents a

good discussion of the nature of models and modelling and addresses the problem of

definition, particularly in regard to articulating the purpose of any individual model.

Murray [18] also presents a useful comparison of existing definitions. A model can serve

many purposes, but a primary purpose is to communicate something about what it models

in order to generate a better understanding of the reality. It is also important to know the

perspective of any model. Whitefield [19] suggests an approach that classifies models

according to who is doing the modelling and who or what is being modelled. This

approach would be useful in identifying possible gaps or biases.

Information modelling: Information modelling refers to the identification of the

model's components and their links, to the mode(s) of expression, to the process of model

building, and also to the underlying paradigm(s) that affects the type of model being

constructed. Model paradigms reflect both the purpose and the boundaries of the model.

For example, Lyytinen [20] talks about two paradigms for modelling. The first is "reality

mapping," which is essentially a descriptive technique for representing anything that is

clearly understood and that which exhibits unambiguous behaviour. The need for

certainty in this approach is a severe limitation in its applicability. Lyytinen prefers the

second paradigm, "formal language development", which concentrates on representing
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the structure, the content, and the use of linguistic messages, because it can deal more

accurately with the essentially ambiguous nature of most of the reality. Other paradigms

indicate the diverse points of view of the modeller.

2.3.1 Types of Information Models

In considering the entire possible range of information models, a continuum (see

figure 2-1) is used. At one extreme is a user with some internal, personal, probably

idiosyncratic actuality; at the other extreme, is an information system with an internal

system-dependent actuality. Between these extremes lie representations of one or the

other of these actualities that attempt to explain or bridge some or all of the gaps in

between them. Terminology is a problem in any attempt to define and articulate regions

on the continuum. Different authors use the same terms differently, even when those

authors share a common discipline.

Those models that lie closest to the user, with focus on what goes on inside an

individual's brain are termed cognitive models; those that lie closest to the system end

and describe what goes on inside the system are termed data models. Low-level data

models are tied very closely to the design of specific database structures. The

higher-level group (refer figure 2-1) known loosely as semantic data models attempts to

incorporate a user's viewpoint. In the middle of the continuum are models that look at

either users or systems or the interactions between them in a relatively objective way;

these models collectively form, conceptual models. Thus the distinction between

individual's own view of reality - i.e., cognitive models - and someone else's idea of how
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a group of individuals should be viewing an IS - i.e., conceptual models can be

recognized.

Ilser Side

Knowledge
Structures

Mental
Models

Task Grammars

User Views

Conceptual Models
~

Cognitive Models

Semantic
data Models

Relational
Models

ER Models

Data Models

System Side

Figure 2-1 An information model continuum

Within the categories of cognitive models and conceptual models, one can

identify a number of important subgroups. There is no clear demarcation between any of

these types of model, but there is hope that the relative distinctions are useful in

providing an insight into the rich variety of models in the field. Despite so many models,

there is hardly any model available which can bridge the large gap between the user and

the system in an effective and efficient manner.

2.3.2 Cognitive Models

Semantic Memory: Semantic memory is the term used in cognitive psychology to

refer to the general knowledge that people have in contrast to the knowledge or the

memory of specific events. For many years, cognitive psychologists have been studying

how concepts are formed in the human mind. Much of their early work, such as that of
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Bruner [21] involved artificial constructs invented b y the researchers, but since the mid

1970s there has been a shift towards studying people's conceptions of naturally occurring

entities. Rosch & Lloyd [22] and Smith & Medin [23] provide overviews of modem

approaches to the study of concepts. Much of this work has dealt with the question of

categorization - i.e., how people group objects in their minds. Categories have been

typically viewed as being comprised of objects that are similar to each other because they

share many features or attributes. However, an object can be missing one or more

features and still be considered a member of the category. For example, an ostrich

though cannot fly is still considered as a bird. Barsalou [24], among others, has shown

that people do not view membership in a category as an all-or-none proposition but think

of it (category membership) as a continuum. Vosniadou & Ortony [25] present a

compilation of research in this area.

Along with the realization that members of a category can vary in their similarity

to each other, comes the awareness that some of the objects in a category exemplify that

category better than others. Rosch [26] theorized that people think of categories in terms

of prototypes, which are the most typical examples of the category.

Research by Keil [27] and by Medin [28] suggests that a more complete

understanding of how people organize and use concepts will have to take into

consideration the theories that people have about how the world works. To illustrate,

Medin & Soben [29] found that most people judge grey hair to be more similar to white

hair than to black hair, but they judge grey clouds to be more similar to black clouds than
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to white clouds. They argue that an explanation of these ratings must use the subjects

understanding of aging and weather. In an information context Humphrey [30] looked at

how work roles influence both perceptions and behaviour in organizations. He found that

the individual's view of their position in an organizational structure and their

accompanying motivational factors biased their evaluation and selection of the

information available.

Category membership is one of several kinds of semantic relations. As noted by

Vickery [31], researchers in many different fields, including linguistics, AI, cognitive

psychology, and information science (particularly indexing and classification), have

identified different types of relationships among concepts. Notable among these are

semantic structure and roles as well as the notion of category, both in general ways, as in

part-whole relationships, and also in specific ways, as in instance-of relationships.

Chaffin & Herrman [32-33] grouped semantic relations into five different classes:

1) category membership,

3) similarity,

2) contrast,

4) part-whole relations,

and 5) case relations (such as the relation between agent and action). Within

each of these classes they distinguished from four to eight different and specific kinds of

relations. Winston & others [34] took a closer look at part-whole relations and observed

that everyday use of relation terminology is quite imprecise. This indicates that the kind

of distinctions made in some models, are difficult for most people to articulate, even if

they can recognize the distinctions.
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People learning something new commonly use metaphor models or analogies.

Perhaps "analogies" would be a more preferable term in a modelling context than

"metaphors", however, the terms are interchangeably used here to mean reference to any

concept other than the one being modelled.

As observed by Schumacher & Gentner [35], an observer who is learning by

analogy compares the target system with another system with which the observer is

already familiar. As understanding grows, additional metaphors may be added to explain

new features, such that advanced learners and experts will have richer mental models

made up of composite metaphors and simulation analogies. The process of

understanding is iterative as outlined by Miyake [36], who shows that an individual

obtains successively deeper insights by adjusting or discarding a succession of mental

models. The book edited by Vosniadou & Ortony [25] contains several discussions of

learning by analogy.

2.3.3 Conceptual Models

Not surprisingly, the middle range of models in the continuum (refer figure 2-1)

embraces the greatest number of models and is the most varied with regard to the user

concerns being addressed.

Different viewpoints: Notable literature among the area of conceptual modelling

is the review by Lyytinen [37]. It contains an extensive section on the user and includes

the user's environment and the use process, discussing information models for the
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purpose of IS design. Lyytinen highlights two points: 1) problems with IS arise from the

changing social environment within which any system functions, and 2) that designers

need to recognize the complexity of that environment by using more than one approach

or strategy in modelling both user and system requirements.

Another interesting viewpoint is by Belkin [38-39], who discusses the entire range

of models possible in the context of information seeking in bibliographic IR systems.

Belkin enumerates seventeen such models but then focuses on the process of model

building, which he sees as the essence of mediated information retrieval. In an

interactive, iterative process, this cooperative venture between the user and the

intermediary aims at consensus on both the nature of the problem and the appropriate

strategies for retrieving information relevant to the resolution of that problem. Key

points in this work are that the models should be produced jointly and should reflect what

each of the participants understands about the other.

In a third viewpoint Daniels [15] discusses user models in IR systems from an

evaluative perspective. She concludes that most models are reasonably effective, only

because they operate in restricted domains in which strong simplifying assumptions have

been made. She notes the lack of comprehensive models and calls for greater attention to

evaluation and resolution of ambiguities.

User Views: Many models are concerned with what might be characterized as

user views. These models present an interpretation of an actual or theoretical IS from the
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perspective of a user or group of users with specific characteristics that the model builder

deems to be relevant to the use of the IS. Generally speaking, models that address user

views tend to look at differences between and among specified groups of users or at a

single, stereotypical user. Many of these groupings tend to be stripped-down,

preconceived categories created from the perspective of optimum system performance.

The most common dichotomy is that of "novice" vis "expert" users, where the expertise

being modelled is computer use rather than domain or application knowledge.

Task or Function Models: In these models we analyse either the functionality of

the IS or the details of the task that the user wishes to carry out. This type of modelling

tends towards quite formal representations and includes rules for both the inclusion of

components and the mode of expression of the model. A distinction may be made

between models whose expression takes the form of a created language or grammar and

models whose expression takes the form of procedural, behavioural, or algorithmic

specifications.

Grammars: Several approaches, reviewed by Farooq & Dominick [40], are based

on tools used to describe the syntax of natural or programming languages. Most of them

are labelled as grammars. For example, Reisner [41] developed a grammar of computer

tasks using a notation scheme called Backus-Naur Form (BNF), which she later extended

[42] to include the cognitive activity of the user. Moran, on the other hand,

acknowledged the need to represent both the semantics and the syntax from the outset.

His Command Language Grammar (CLG) consists of descriptions of system use at four
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levels: 1) the task level, 2) the semantic level, 3) the syntactic level, and 4) the interaction

level. The interaction level deals with the physical manipulation of the interface ego

keystrokes. At the task and semantic levels, CLG consists of definitions of the objects in

the system and the operations on those objects. The objects and operations are organized

into semantic hierarchies. At the syntactic and interaction levels the grammar provides

definitions of the actual commands used to carry out the intended operations. Moran's

development of CLG has thus a strong psychological basis.

Noting that BNF has no facility for linking rules that have a similar but not

identical structure, Payne & Green [43] developed a grammar that was more sensitive to

"family resemblances" among commands. Payne and Green organized their approach,

which they called "task-action grammar" (TAG), on different levels (similar to Moran).

The lowest level consists of simple tasks, which are combined into rule-schemas for more

complex operations. Payne and Green's approach is heavily semantic. Simple tasks are

viewed as concepts, and family resemblance among task concepts is represented through

shared features. In the works mentioned above there is no due consideration given to the

pragmatics, which we feel, is most essential if a clear understanding has to be achieved.

Procedural and other models: Some of the models belonging to this group are

the GOMS model (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection) and the KLM (Keystroke-Level

Model), developed by Card & others [44] and the BASIS model (Behavioural Approach

to the Specification of Information Systems) of Leveson & others [45]. An interesting

analysis of some of these models is given in Green & others [46].
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The GOMS model contributed both to Moran's CLG and to the work of Kieras &

PoIson [47], who used production systems to model the user's representation of the

system interaction task. These authors then introduced Generalized Transition Networks

(GTNs) to model the operation of the system itself. A GTN is a graphic way of

representing a system that can exist in a finite number of states (a finite-state machine).

In a transition network, nodes represent states of the system and arcs represent transitions

between those states. The operation of the system is visualized as a traversal of the

network that ends when a goal state is reached. In a GTN, individual networks can be

nested, enabling different networks to represent activities at different levels.

Payne & Green [48] conducted a learning experiment with a novel retrieval

system to test the psychological validity of TAG, CLG, BNF, and Kieras and PoIson's

production system approach. The results supported TAG, although some of the

contrasting predictions they ascribed to the other schemes were questionable. To test the

usefulness of formal specifications in system design, Frohlich & Luff [49] used a formal

method devised by Foley & Van Dam [50] to design a form-filling program and to

convey the design to the programmers. Foley and Van Dam's approach is multi-layered.

Frohlich and Luff's instantiation of the method included a textual description of the

conceptual design of the program, frame-based descriptions of the interaction semantics,

and a finite-state diagram representation of the interaction syntax. Finite-state diagrams

are essentially the same as the GTNs used by Kieras and PoIson. Frohlich and Luff

found that the specification technique was cumbersome at times and that specification of

the semantics and the syntax had to proceed simultaneously, rather than sequentially
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(semantics first, then syntactic), as recommended. Nevertheless, the specification was

precise enough to enable the entire program to be implemented from it. Here again we

see that pragmatics has not been emphasised by anyone.

The original work by Bobrow [51] is worth mentioning as it identifies

"dimensions of representation," which should be considered for any model, notably the

concepts of domain and range, inference, and access, and the probability that multiple

views of the concept being modelled.

2.3.4 Semantic Data Models

Data models represent the area of the continuum most closely associated with the

system part of an IS and tend to be designed with a view to mapping the model into the

internal actuality of the system. Certainly the traditional data models, such as the

hierarchical model, the network model, and the relational model of Codd [52], travel only

the most modest distance from the actual data structure. Even the entity-relationship

model of Chen [53J merely provided a graphical expression for the relational model,

although this was of considerable benefit for relational database users. Davis [54] found

that beginning users supplied with an entity-relationship diagram or a data-structure

diagram made fewer query errors than users who were given only a tabular description of

the database contents. Jarvenpaa & Machesky [55] obtained similar results with a data

modelling task.
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The traditional data models concentrate on the syntactic and structural aspects of

the data but do little to illuminate the underlying meaning of the data or to articulate any

inherent, logical, relationships among them. With the development of more sophisticated

IS, there has been an accompanying impetus for models that facilitate user understanding

of each system while obviating the user's need to know anything about the physical

structure of the computer database. Predominant in the extensive research on data

models is an increasing concentration on the problem of making these models reflect

more of the semantic complexity of real-world information. Models that attempt to do

this are known collectively as semantic data models.

Much of the literature on data modelling are directed towards database designers

and therefore emphasize problems important in the context of creating an operational

computer system under a set of specific application constraints. While this is certainly a

valid viewpoint, not everyone agrees with this system design perspective. For example,

in their basic text on data models Tsichritzis & Lochovsky [56] state that the proper role

of a data model is to serve as a medium of communication/or people in general, such that

the structure imposed by the model will not disagree with the natural structure of reality

as perceived by the human user. They discuss the need for at least two types of data

model -one dealing with what they call the "infological realm," to map real-world

information into basic human concepts, and the other dealing with the "datalogical

realm," which would map these basic concepts into their computer representation. With

this understanding, traditional data models would be "datalogical," and semantic data

models would be at least a step towards the "infological."
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Since most semantic data models represent specific applications created to meet

specific contextual requirements, there does not seem to be any recognized, generalized

model yet in existence. The basic review articles, by Hull & King [57] and Peckham &

Maryanski [58] conclude that the literature does seem to agree on the path of evolution of

semantic data models, but a major difficulty here is the lack of a precise definition.

Semantic models evolved mainly through attempts to extend the relational model by

enriching it with semantic abstractions adapted from linguistic research. A working

definition in most instances is simply that semantic data models represent more semantic

complexity than relational models. As a functional definition, this is clearly

unsatisfactory. However, although overall consensus has not yet been attained, the

underlying issues are the same even though the proffered solutions differ widely in their

implementation details. Also, the literature does indicate general agreement on the most

common components of semantic models, especially those that were adopted from

linguistic research.

Semantic Abstractions: Semantic abstractions are ways of specifying

relationships among linguistic concepts that articulate the sometimes-subtle differences in

meaning (see the discussion under semantic memory, above). Four such abstractions are

commonly used in most semantic models: generalization, aggregation, classification, and

association.

Generalization: This abstraction occurs when objects or entities (i.e., any concept

or thing) are grouped in a hierarchical relationship, in which objects at a lower level are
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seen as subtypes of the higher levels. For example, the objects "biographies" and

"novels" can be seen as more specific instances of the objects "books." This is also

known as the "IS-A" relationship.

Aggregation: This abstraction occurs when objects are grouped in a component

relationship, wherein each object contributes to the makeup of the larger object. For

example, the objects "pages," "covers," "bindings," and "ink" can be grouped to form

one view of the object "book," while "title," "author," and "publisher" can be grouped to

form another view. This is also known as the "IS-PART-OF" relationship.

Classification: This abstraction occurs when objects are grouped because they

are specific examples of a more general object type e.g., "Kalam" and "Agnisakshi'' are

specific instances of "novel" or "booktitle," This is also known as the "IS-INSTANCE

OF" relationship.

Association: This abstraction occurs when objects are grouped by virtue of

satisfying some criterion or criteria. For example, the set object "Science-fiction" may

consist of all books available in paperback, illustrated with fluorescent or lurid covers,

and selling for less than Rs 100.00. This is also known as the "IS-MEMBER-OF"

relationship.

Individual authors have slightly different views, which at times seem to be merely

a matter of terminology, while at other times they seem to be more substantive. For

example, Peckham & Maryanski [58] use the terminology noted above, while Hull &
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King [57] also speak of[undam ental object types exhibiting "INSTANCE-OF" or "IS-A"

relationships (i.e., classification and generalization, respectively) and constructed object

types (i.e., aggregation and association). However, Hull and King distinguish between

semantic models that "encapsulate structural aspects of objects" and object-oriented

models that "encapsulate behavioural aspects of objects." The object-orientation

approach simply shifts the emphasis from the relationships among model components to

the behaviour of individual components or component groups, wherein the fewer the

constraints on object behaviour, the more "strongly typed" the object is considered to be.

The need for such a distinction is unclear since it implies that models must necessarily

take one approach or the other but not both. There does not seem to be a reason for this

restriction. Other authors, such as Brown [59], take the view that object-oriented models

are used in the implementation of semantic data models to bring the concepts closer to

the internal, physical level necessary for data storage and retrieval.

In another view, Potter & Trueblood [60] use the term "semantic" models to refer

to the use of generalization and aggregation mechanisms only, while they refer to models

exhibiting additional constructs, including classification and association (they use the

term "membership" rather than association), as "hyper-semantic." These hyper-semantic

models, described further in [61] also borrow concepts of inference and heuristics.

2.3.5 Other aspects of modelling

Although every semantic model deals with the concepts of objects, entities,

attributes, and relationships in one way or another, there is no rule or restriction on how
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these concepts may be applied in specific situations. Thus, in one model a concept can be

categorized as an attribute, while in another model that same concept might be considered

as an object or a functional relationship. For example, the concept of "publishing" may

be considered: 1) as an attribute of an entity ("DOCUMENT" - a document has a

publisher); 2) as an object ("PUBLISHER") associated with another object

("DOCUMENT"); or 3) perhaps as a relationship ("publishes" or "is-published-by")

between two objects ("DOCUMENT" and "PUBLISHER").

However, these techniques and components are certainly not enough to represent

completely the links between and among the objects in any model. Other problems must

be addressed. While not all models deal with all problems - indeed no single model

attempts to do so - those most frequently discussed are described as follows.

Inheritance/derivation: Most models achieve economy of expression by linking

some attributes to a more general object type and permitting lower-level objects to inherit

those attributes. In a journal, for example, each volume and each issue of that journal

would inherit the "attribute" JOURNAL.TITLE. The problem, of course, is how far to

carry inheritance. Clearly a distinction needs to be made among JOURNAL.TITLE,

ISSUE.TITLE (if one exists), and ARTICLE.TITLE. Other attributes may not be

specifically defined but can be derived or constructed from information that is available

in the model.
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Multiple values: Some instances of multiple values can be handled by allowing

objects to be set-valued. In this way, for example, each instance of a VOLUME.ISSUE

can accommodate a number of different articles, or each instance of an ARTICLE can

have more than one AUTHOR. It is not so easy to avoid redundancy when an object may

have multiple relationships with other objects. For example, it is clear that the same

AUTHOR may be associated with a number of different ARTICLES, each of which may

be associated with a JOURNAL ISSUE and more than one REFERENCE LIST.
- -

Further, an AUTHOR may be associated with another AUTHOR in a number of different

ways, as in a co-author, citing, cited, reviewing, or reviewed relationship. These multiple

values may not always be obvious since a relationship may be explicitly defined in the

model or may be implicitly derived through some type of matching function. In addition,

if a model supports multiple views of the same data, each view will have a value that

must be retained and distinguished from other views. The Semantic Database Model

(SDM) of Hammer & Macleod [62] is directed towards this concern in multiple views.

Temporal issues: A specific kind of multiple value occurs with time-related

values. For example, JOURNAL_PUBLISHER may change, but each value would be

valid in a given time frame. Similarly, objects may exist only in a temporal sequence, as

in a progression from MANUSCRIPT to REVISION to PUBLICATION. This example

also represents a possible instance of the problem of recursion and the question of version

control.
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Constraints: Constraints cover a number of points. It may be necessary for the

model to permit restrictions on operations or relationships, either established a priori or

added later, as in the temporal values noted above. Set membership is a prime candidate

for this. In addition, constraints would be required for insertion, deletion, or modification

of model elements. One of the earliest semantic models to address relations and integrity

rules is the RM/T model (Relational Model/Tasmanian version) of Codd [63]. Bowers,

[64] discusses the need for a significant number of constraint mechanisms to be

represented in a semantic data model if that model is to be useful in system design.

Static / dynamic aspects: With a static model, all objects and so forth would be

determined in advance, and only those operations specifically defined in the model could

be carried out. A more realistic representation of the world would permit each user to

define objects and operations as required, but that means that the model must somehow

provide mechanisms to do this. To illustrate with ajoumal example, a user might wish to

define an object called ARTICLE_CITATION, which would be made up of

JOURNAL.TITLE, VOL_#, ISSUE_#, ISSUE.DATE, ARTICLE_TITLE,

ARTICLE_AUTHOR, and ARTICLE.PAGE_RANGE, or the values

NUMBER OF PAGES and NUMBER_Of_REFERENCES might be desired. The

problem of providing a generic mechanism for user-defined operations is not trivial. The

SHM+ model (Semantic Hierarchy Model extended version) developed by Brodie [65] is

one attempt to deal with static/dynamic issues.
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It appears that the consensus is simply that any semantic model should indicate all

the relationships between and among data objects necessary to represent fully that view

of reality chosen by the model builder and that the model should provide semantics that

specify the valid states, operations, and reactions of the system. The lack of a generic

structure is both strength and a weakness because it permits each model to present a

highly subjective view but almost guarantees divergences of opinion. Specific models

select and extend existing techniques and introduce new ones tailored for the given

situation. One model worth looking at for its extensions to semantic modelling

techniques is SAM* (Semantic Association Model-enhanced version), which was created

for statistical databases by Su [66] and later was adapted for integrated manufacturing

applications [67].

Recently object oriented modelling is gaining momentum and is largely deployed

in practice [68]. Nevertheless many critics feel that they are not a panacea in their usage

at every step of IS development though they help programmers in easily conceptualising

their coding efforts for a software system [69]. Moreover, recently UML is widely used

as an alternative. UML though inherently object oriented focuses on the association with

situation and scenario as is evident in use case modelling. UML is being used

extensively within the unified approach for developing complex systems [70].

To conclude, the area of information models and modelling is characterized by its

lack of boundaries. Nevertheless, this is an important area and likely to become more so

because people are becoming more sopsisticated in the need for and use of
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people-oriented (i.e., user friendly) systems. There are however major problems of

definition here. Too many people are using the same terms to mean different things, and

not enough authors define what they mean. Although it is not necessary to achieve

consensus on terminology in order to work in the area, a clear agreement would definitely

facilitate discourse. What is necessary, however, is for researchers and practitioners to

make explicit the underlying assumptions, purposes, and point of view of any model as

well as the definition of components and structure. Accordingly observations state that,

too many models in the literature are ill formed and fuzzy.

Another difficulty in trying to achieve a sense of the area as a whole is that it is

broad and fragmented. Some regions of continuum (refer figure 2-1), particularly, those

in which there has been a long tradition of research, are well developed while others have

hardly been touched. The tractable, more easily resolvable areas have the richest number

of models and the most coherent "theories" that tie some or all of them together.

Certainly the whole idea of information modelling as an integrated discipline is in need of

a holistic approach, which could serve two purposes: 1) it could offer a provisional theory

for the entire information-mediation process, and 2) it could provide a framework to

direct future research efforts.

Conceptual models are moving closer to cognitive models and away from pure

data structures. Cognitive models are moving out of the laboratory and into the real

world. Collaboration between the two strengthens both. Semantic data modelling

techniques provide a level of terminological precision and model definition that most of
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the work on semantic memory lacks. One contribution of cognitive psychology has been

the notion of empirical research to evaluate and compare models. Psychologists can

contribute empirical data about how people naturally categorize concepts and the

semantic relationships they identify. However, empirical research in any area dealing

with models must be carefully designed to ensure useful results. As Carroll [71] notes,

there is a need for "rich analysis of real users working on real tasks." The problem with

the real world however is that one cannot easily abstract and simplify as is needed in

carefully controlled experimental design. This does not mean that empirical work cannot

be done. It only means that it must be done with greater care and precision.

Well-defined models will make this process easier. By modelling one's techniques and

knowledge, information scientists should be able to assist more fully in the design of

better systems, which include better interfaces. They must also keep in mind the impact

of "pragmatics".

Modelling is just one aspect; to really reap the benefits provided by different

models one has to devise techniques to harness the models to their fullest ability.

Scientists and the researchers in the field of information retrieval have been doing just

that, over several years. The following section reveals their approach and uncovers how

any technique is suitable for the underlying model adopted.
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2.4 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES

Information retrieval (IR) traditionally deals with information in the form of text

alone. There are differences among research communities in conceptualizing

information. Despite differences, IR techniques have been found useful and hence a

review of these techniques is presented below.

A retrieval technique is defined as a technique for comparing the query with the

document representations. Broadly IR techniques can be classified into operational (eg

boolean or full text, string searching retrieval) and experimental (eg probabilistic

retrieval) based on their underlying algorithms in IR system.

Classifying the retrieval techniques is also possible based on the query matching

for documents, resulting into exact match or partial match. Partial match also includes

documents from the exact match category; hence exact match techniques can be treated

as a special case of partial match techniques. Yet another way to classify IR techniques

is based on whether the query is matched with a single individual document or a

networked collection of interrelated documents. The figure 2-2 and 2-3 shows the

classification hierarchy according to this scheme of classification.

The individual category breaks down into retrieval techniques that use a feature

based representation of queries and documents as well as techniques that use a structure

based representation. In a feature-based technique, queries and documents are
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represented as sets of features, such as index terms. Features can be weighted and can

represent more complex entities in the text than single words. The structure-based

category is divided into representations based on logic, that is, those in which the

meaning of queries and documents are represented using some formal logic, and on

representations that are similar to graphs, in which documents and queries are represented

by graph-like structures composed of nodes and edges connecting these nodes. Natural

Language Processing (NLP) or statistical techniques can produce such graphs (eg

semantic nets and frames).

Individual

Structure-based

Graph

Probabilistic

Feature-based

Vector-Space

Adhoc

Fuzzy Set

Figure 2-2 Classification of JR techniques for a single individual document
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Browsing

Figure 2-3 Classification of IR techniques for a network of interrelated documents

The feature-based category includes techniques based on formal models

(including the vector space model, probabilistic model, fuzzy set model and others) and

techniques based on ad-hoc similarity measures.

2.4.1 Feature-based techniques

These techniques are used to compare queries with documents represented as sets

of features or index terms. The document representatives are derived from the text of the

document, either manually or by automated indexing [72-74].
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Features can represent single words, stems, phrases, or concepts and can have

weights associated with them. The weights are typically derived from the way the feature

is used in an individual document, such as a within document frequency weight (tf), or

the way it is used in the document collection, such as the inverse document frequency

weight (idfl [73-74]. The interpretation of the weights, the way they are used, and the'

way they are calculated depend on the particular retrieval technique and the underlying

retrieval model selected.

In discussing retrieval techniques in this category, it is assumed that a document

has a representation consisting of a vector of terms (dJ, d2, . .• dm) , where d, indicates the

presence or absence of term i and has the value I or O. Weights associated with these

terms can be introduced as needed. A query has a similar representation, with qi referring

to the itll query term.

Formal Techniques: These retrieval techniques are based on formal models of

document retrieval and indexing. Here, major modelling approaches that have been used

for information retrieval include vector space, probabilistic, and fuzzy set [75-78].

Vector space model: In the vector space model, documents and queries are

vectors in an n-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to an index term.

The model has intuitive appeal and has formed the basis of a large part of IR research,

3 The within-document frequency is the number of times an index term (usually a word stem) occurs in the document text (usually the

abstract). The inverse document frequency is the inverse of the relative frequency of a term in the collection. The logarithm of this

ratio is often used, giving a weight of log Nln, where N is the number of documents in the collection and n is the number of documents

that contain the term.
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including the SMART system [79,73]. Although this was one of the first models

proposed, modifications to it are appearing [80-81]. From the point of view of retrieval

techniques, there have been very specific recommendations about how the model should

be applied in operational systems [82,72]. Notable points about this retrieval technique

are, firstly, the exact formula for calculating term weights, such as if. id! may vary from

one system or set of experiments to another. For example, it is common in calculating

the idf weight to normalize the document collection frequency with the maximum

collection frequency rather than simply the number of documents in the collection; this is

done to expand the range of idfweights that result. Similarly, in some experiments the if

weight is normalized with the maximum within-document frequency, and in others it is

not normalized. These details can have a significant impact on the effectiveness of a

system, and it is essential to check their validity. Secondly, when similarity measures are

utilized, the query is not directly compared with every document in the collection to

produce a ranking. Typically, an inverted file is used to exclude documents that have no

terms in common with the query. Refinements of this technique have been devised to

reduce search time further [83~85]. The weights used follow directly from the retrieval

models, and if the collection is dynamic, they can be more accurately calculated during

retrieval. The identification of important relationships among words and the expansion

of terms to include thesaurus classes can also be part of retrieval since it is those

relationships and terms that are relevant to a particular query that should be identified

[86].
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An important extension of the retrieval techniques based on the vector space

model is the extended boolean retrieval [87-91]. This technique overlaps the structure

based category because it uses structured (boolean) queries. That is, the query is

formulated with index terms and the boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. The

prevalence of systems that use boolean queries has led researchers to consider the

problem of producing ranked output from boolean specifications. In this approach to the

problem, a similarity measure is defined that ranks documents, giving precedence to

those that match all or part of the boolean specification. For example, consider a

situation in which document D1 contains terms A and B, document D2 contains terms B

and C, and the query is A AND (B OR C). Ignoring the effect of term weights, the

standard cosine correlation would rank documents D1 and D2 equally because both have

two query terms. The extended boolean similarity measure would rank document D1

higher because it matches the boolean query specification. The addition of term weights

makes the calculation more complex, but the general effect is the same.

Probabilistic model: As an alternative approach, the probabilistic model was

introduced by Robertson & Spark Jones and Van Rijsbergen [92,78]. Different forms of

this model are discussed by [75], but these have not contributed significantly to the

development of retrieval techniques. The advantages of the probabilistic model are the

insight it gives into techniques that have been used in previous research and that it is a

powerful framework for developing new techniques.
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The retrieval techniques based on the probabilistic model are very similar to those

developed from the vector space model. The basic aim is to retrieve documents in order

of their probability of relevance to the query [93]. If we assume that document term

weights are either 1 or 0 and that terms are independent of each other, this can be shown

to be achieved by ranking documents according to the formula given below:

I di q i ------~------------------------- (1)

where, d, is the tfidfweight and q; is a weight equal to log pr, (l-pnr f/pnr.Il-pr.)

whereprj is the probability that term i occurs in the relevant set of documents, and pnr, is

the probability that term i occurs in the non relevant set of documents.

The problem in applying this ranking function is to estimate the probabilities in

the query term weights. Experimental results have shown that pnr is best estimated from

the entire, collection [94]. This means that the formula, pnr> n/N (where n, is the

number of documents that contain term i and N is the number of documents), is a

reasonable estimate. If a set of relevant documents is available (for example, after

feedback), the best estimate for pr, is r/R, where r, is the number of relevant documents

that contain term i and R is the total number of relevant documents. The actual

estimation formula that provides the best results is (r, + 0.5)/(R + 1) [95]. When r, is 0,

this estimate is too high and a value of 0.05 for pr; is used. If a set of relevant documents

is not available, as in an initial search, the retrieval technique suggested by the simple

probabilistic model is approximately equivalent to using the idfweight in formula 1 [96].
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The probabilistic model can be extended to use within document frequency

information [97]. In this case, the term weight (d;) used in formula 1 is ts. idf, where ts is

a term significance weight that measures the importance of a term to a particular

document. The ts weight is best estimated with the normalized within document

frequency. This form of the ranking function is virtually identical with the one that was

developed from the vector space model [98]. Another approach to incorporating term

weights is described by Fuhr [99].

A number of proposals have been made to remove the term independence

assumption of the probabilistic model. Harper, Van Rijsbergen, and Yu et. al.,

[94,I00-102] describe retrieval techniques that involve calculating correlations between

terms (or term dependencies) in the document collection. These dependencies are then

used to expand queries and change estimates of the relevance of documents. It has been

shown that if there is sufficient information about the occurrence of terms in relevant

documents, these retrieval techniques could significantly improve effectiveness. In

practice, however, estimation problems make it difficult to realize any of the potential

benefits [103,102].

Fuzzy set: A fuzzy set approach to information retrieval has been discussed in

many papers [75]. To summarise, the main contribution of the work in terms of retrieval

techniques has been the integration of boolean queries with ranking techniques. This

integration is limited, however, when compared with extended boolean retrieval based on

the vector space model or the use of term dependencies in probabilistic models.
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Ad hoc: A number of similarity measures for comparing queries and documents

have been proposed in the literature [104-105,79]. Many of them were developed in the

context of numerical taxonomy [106].

2.4.2 Structure-Based Techniques

In this category of retrieval techniques, either the query or the documents or both

are represented by more complicated structures than the sets of terms used in

feature-based techniques.

Logic: It is theoretically possible to represent the information conveyed by the text in

documents as sentences in a formal logic. For example, the statement, "CMC sells

computers." could be represented in first-order predicate calculus as (sells CMC

computer). Similarly, the statement, "If a company sells computers, it is financially

viable," could be represented as (foraIl (x) (if (sells x computer) (viable x))). More

complex sentences require more complex logic representations [107]. Given a logic

representation of document content, a query in the same logic could be answered by

inference using the rules associated with that logic. For example, the query (viable ?) can

be answered by forward chaining (a form of modus ponens) from the sentences given.

This approach to information retrieval has been studied by Walker & Hobbs and

Simmons [108-109] and is related to the natural language research by Schank & others

[110-111]. The critical problem with this approach is the translation of the text into

logic. In current experimental systems, this is done manually. Van Rijsbergen, [112]

describes retrieval as a process of determining if a query (expressed in logic) can be
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inferred from a document's content (expressed in logic). In many cases, this inference

cannot be made directly because information is missing in the document; in these cases

the inference is uncertain. The notion of uncertain inference is also the basis of the

RUBRIC system [113-114]. A part of this system provides standard full-text document

retrieval. Queries, however, are represented as rules that describe how pieces of evidence

in the document text can be used to infer the relevance of the document. Numbers are

attached to the rules to represent the certainty of the statement. For example, a query

may be represented by the rules -

"information" AND "retrieval" --* information-retrieval (0.6)

"information" ADJACENT "retrieval" ~ information-retrieval (0.9)

"probability" ~ probabilistic-model (0.5)

"information-retrieval" AND "probabilistic-model"~ probabilistic-information-retrieval (0.9)

If a particular document contains the sentence, "retrieval of information with high

probability of relevance is desirable", the rules above will be used to infer that the

document is about information retrieval with a certainty of 0.6, probabilistic models with

a certainty of 0.5, and probabilistic information retrieval with a certainty of

0.45 (0.5 x 0.9). This type of rule-based representation has also been used for thesaurus

information to infer concepts that are related to terms in a query [86,115]

Graph: The general characteristic of a graph-like representation is a set of nodes

and edges (or links) connecting these nodes. Specific examples include semantic nets

and frames [107], which are typically produced by NLP. Simpler network structures can
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also be produced by statistical techniques, such as those used in the ASK (Anomalous

States of Knowledge) project [116-117]. Retrieval techniques in this category must look

for similarities in the structures of query and document graphs. This similarity can be

used directly to determine if a document should be retrieved or to modify a document

ranking.

Belkin and Kwasnik [117], for instance, describe the identification of regions of

interest in graphs generated by a eo-occurrence analysis of narrative "problem

statements" (ASK representations). The areas are identified as specific kinds of

structures within the graph, such as groups of highly interconnected nodes at high

association strengths or two such groups weakly connected with each another. The

structural nature of the ASK graph is then used to determine first the terms that will be

matched against the database of documents, then the ranking of the retrieved documents.

The first retrieval stage takes little account of the relationships of the terms within the

document structures (computed in the same way as the ASK structures), using instead the

ASK structure to identify terms that either must or may appear in the text structures. In

the second stage, the candidate set of retrieved documents is then ranked according to

how well each satisfies desirable criteria of term position, importance, and relationship to

other terms as established by rules associated with the structures identified in the ASK

representation. This retrieval method has not been tested in a formal experiment, but it

appears to have some possibilities of providing a way to use graphical representations to

choose different retrieval stratagems. It may also be of use in specifying term

dependencies that can then be used by other retrieval techniques.
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Most of the search engines available on the Internet today use Boolean techniques

for specifying the queries. Bookstein [75] mentions several undesirable characteristics of

boolean retrieval. In a simple case of exact match searching, the following disadvantages

may be identified. It

• misses many relevant texts whose representations match the query only partially.

• does not rank retrieved texts.

• cannot take into account the relative importance of concepts either within the query

or within the text.

• requires complicated query logic formulation.

• depends on the two representations being compared having been drawn from the

same vocabulary.

Even with all these disadvantages the technique is still predominantly used in

operational IR systems due to the following two reasons:

• structure of boolean statements represent important aspects of user's queries or

problems.

• investment in current IR systems is so high that changing them is economically not

feasible.

The efficiency improvements have been achieved with techniques such as, file

organization [118], specialized hardware [119-120), and text compression [121]. Perhaps

the most interesting approach to the question of extending the logic of exact matching has

been the effort to deal with boolean techniques as a special case of either vector or

probabilistic models. Salton and colleagues have developed an extended vector model,

and Croft has proposed a method for making use of the relations established in a boolean
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query within a probabilistic search model. Other attempts include Fox's relational

thesaurus for boolean retrieval [122], which is equally relevant for probabilistic or vector

retrieval as are suggestions for a "user thesaurus" [123] by Bates. The problem of

reconciling the query vocabulary with the document or with the index vocabulary in

matching is prevalent in these attempts.

2.4.3 Network of interrelated documents

A distributed system contains, more often than not, documents which are

interrelated and spread across the network. Three major variations are identified and are

discussed below. Among these, cluster behaviour is common in Intranets as opposed to

the browsing, which is used in Internet.

Cluster: A cluster is a group of documents whose contents are similar. A

particular clustering method gives a more detailed definition of a cluster and provides a

technique for generating them. The use of clustering for information retrieval was a

major topic in the SMART project [79]. The approach used was to form a cluster

hierarchy using an ad-hoc clustering technique. The cluster hierarchy was formed by,

dividing documents into a few large clusters, dividing these clusters into smaller clusters,

and so on. A top-down search of the cluster hierarchy is performed by comparing (using

a similarity measure) the query to cluster representatives of the top-level (largest)

clusters, choosing the best clusters, comparing the query with representatives of Iower

level clusters within these clusters, and so on until a ranked list of lowest-level clusters is

produced. The documents in the top ranked clusters are then ranked individually for
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presentation to the user. A cluster representative can be generated in various ways, but in

general it represents the average properties of documents in the clusters. The cluster

hypothesis was introduced as a basis for using cluster searches to improve retrieval

effectiveness relative to ranking individual documents.

The emphasis on small, well-defined clusters has led to the development of

retrieval techniques based on the generation of the document's nearest neighbours

[84,124]. A document's nearest neighbours are those most similar to it, and a cluster of

nearest neighbours is very similar to the lowest-level single-link clusters [125]. Given a

network of documents connected to there nearest neighbours, it is possible to generate

clusters and their representatives at search time with considerable storage savings [84].

Other research on clustering techniques has compared the relative effectiveness

and efficiency of different types of clusters [126].

Browsing: If the documents, terms, and other bibliographic information are

represented in the system as a network of nodes and connections, the user can browse

through this network with system assistance. Browsing is an interesting retrieval

technique in that it places less emphasis on query formulation than do other techniques

and relies heavily on the immediate feedback provided by user browsing decisions. The

THOMAS system [127] uses index terms as starting points in a simple network of

documents and terms. Through dialog with the user, the system uses the network to build

a model of the user's information need that includes relevant documents found during the
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process. The browsing component of the eR system [86] contains nodes that represent

documents, index terms, domain knowledge, authors, and journals. The links represented

include indexing information, thesaurus information, nearest neighbours, citations, and

authorship. The system makes browsing recommendations based on the number and

types of connections between and among documents but allows users to choose any path.

Other research in browsing concentrates on the use of visual representations of the

document database to acquire information from the user interactively [128].

Spreading activation: Spreading activation is a retrieval technique that has some

similarities to browsing. A query is used to "activate" parts of a network that describes

the contents of documents and how they are related to each other. In the simplest case,

the query would activate index term nodes that are connected to document nodes and

other terms. In more knowledge intensive networks, the links and nodes represent

concept from the subject domain and how they relate to each other as well as the

documents that contain those concepts [129-130]. From the "start nodes" provided by the

query, other nodes connected to those nodes are in turn "activated" (hence, the term

"spreading activation"). Criteria, such as threshold values that decrease as the activation

propagates through the network or, rules about the reasonableness of the inference

implied by using a particular link, are used to control the spread of activation. Activation

can converge on particular document nodes from a number of links. These highly

activated nodes are retrieved.
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2.4.4 Feedback Methods

Relevance feedback techniques cannot be considered as retrieval techniques.

Rather they are used to refine the request model, which is then used for another search.

Feedback techniques are, however, an extremely important part of ensuring that a IR

system will be effective.

These techniques were primarily developed in the context of feature-based

retrieval [79] although the principles apply to any retrieval technique. The main part of

relevance feedback is the adjustment of weights associated with query terms. This

adjustment is done on the basis of term occurrences in the documents identified by the

user as relevant. The probabilistic model has a particularly strong motivation behind this

weight adjustment in that the identified relevant documents provide a sample to estimate

the pr values. The query (or request model) can also be changed by the addition of new

terms from relevant documents. Some control is needed over the number of new terms

added, and it seems that the most reliable method is to have users identify interesting

terms in relevant documents.

2.4.5 Predicting appropriate retrieval techniques

A number of experimental results have indicated that although different retrieval

techniques appear to have similar results, they often retrieve different relevant documents

for the same query. The use of alternative content representations, such as citation

information, can also result in the retrieval of different documents. Different techniques
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also vary in their performance for different queries. If the best results from different

techniques for individual queries could be selected, very high performance would be

possible [131,124]. The problem is then to identify which technique (and representation)

is appropriate for a particular query. Unfortunately, growing evidence shows that this is

extremely difficult if not impossible [eg, 132]. The selection of a particular strategy and

representation can be guided by rules in consultation with the user. Given such a system,

retrieval can be viewed as a form of plausible inference [112] or gathering of evidence

about the relevance of documents from various sources.

2.4.6 Architectures and techniques for Integrated Systems

It seems, therefore, that there are strong arguments either for using specific

retrieval techniques for specific kinds of queries on the assumption that some techniques

are more appropriate for some queries than for others, or for using many retrieval

techniques on a single query in the hope that the combination will result in a satisfactory

responsewhen no single technique is adequate.

The SIRE system [133] is an example of a system that provides several retrieval

techniques that can be used singly or in combination for any specific query. In this

system the user chooses the technique. Systems that automatically choose the technique

or that have special techniques or data structures associated with specific kinds of queries

or problems are more problematic. To complicate the situation further, there are many

differentuser populations with presumably different data needs.
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The observations above suggest that a proper paradigm and architecture is

necessary for a DS facing the information overload problem. Before dwelling into it

therefore, a survey of the search engines and their problems and issues are discussed in

the next section.

2.5 SEARCH ENGINES AND THEIR PROBLEMS

The tremendous amount of information available on Internet has made a plethora

of search engines to be developed. Table 2-1 shows the details of prominent search

engines on the Internet with their unique features and statistics. The table is neither

exhaustive nor complete. It is only indicative of the present scenario that exists on the

Internet. The search engines use spiders/robots -the specialized software agents- to index

the resources available on the Internet. Most of these search engines use either an

individual or a combination of the information retrieval techniques discussed above.

Some even try to make use of their own heuristics and depend highly on the feedback

mechanisms and the user behavior.

As is clear (from the table 2-1), no single search engine has indexed all the

available web pages/sites on WWW into their indexes. Apart from the WWW, Internet

contains so much of information in the form of files, news-archives in news groups,

email-archives in mailing-lists, bulletin boards etc., that no search engine can ever

imagine of all the available information to be indexed within its database.
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The ease and economy of creating and publishing information (eg., using HTML)

has inducted everyone to create and publish the information on the Internet without any

review, authenticity, authority, responsibility and the like. Add to this the problem of

information creation in one's own native language. Subsequently, Internet was a place

where from anyone user's point of view -at any given time it- contained noise more than

the signal. It is this that has made scientists and researchers even to think of having an

altogether new universe called Internet2 (12).

Scope AltaVista Excite Google HotBot Lycos

Content Size 250M pages 250M pages 1.25 billion 110M sites 50M pages
& media sites
objects

Full-text Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Logic

Defaultword OR OR AND AND and

Phrase search Quotation marks Quotations Quotation Quotation marks Quotation marks
marks marks

Truncation No, use * No Automatic No, ? for one right- No
hand letter; * for
left-hand

Case sensitive Yes No No Yes No

Words Use + Use + Use + Use + Use +
included

Word Use - Use - Use - Use - Use -
elimination

Duplicate Grouped under Yes Grouped Grouped under Yes
detection one title Under one title

Categories

Special Limit by date, Concept Search Limit by date, Search for
features language, or searching any language, location, image and

format field suggests language page depth sound files
followed by a terms
colon

Table 2-1 Comparison of prominent existing search engines on Internet
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Further, anyone and everyone could retreat at any time. Consequently, the

Internet universe grows and shrinks at an almost unpredictable rate and hence an

information seeker, is facing a universe constantly changing and highly dynamic in

nature that can hardly ever be estimated. In addition, it is clear that in future, it is not

possible to search for the information; rather one should discover information possibly

the one and the only alternative for the information seeker. This leads us to an altogether

new paradigm that we term as the Information Discovery Paradigm (IDP) (more details

are provided in section 3.2). The IDP presented in [134] focuses on Information

Discovery. The importance of information discovery is also discussed in [135]. There

are other closely related terms that are at times used in the field for Information

Discovery (ID) [136] like Information Retrieval (lR) [137-138] and Information

Filtering (IF). For ID, IR and IF classification and categorizing of information IS

essential. This is analogous to document classification [139] in a library environment.

2.6 CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH IN THE FIELD

In future, Information Discovery is inevitable. The current issues in network

based information resource discovery are clearly presented by Lynch C.A. His work can

be considered as the first serious approach in bringing the multitude, multi-dimensional

issues bothering information discovery. However, in this paper the term networked

information resource discovery is extensively used, which confines it only to discovering

the sources of information.
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Another important work in the field is an attempt by H.A. Proper and P.D. Bruza

in which they stick to the term information discovery but mean only resource discovery

with their concept of information carriers. Their work is important in the sense it

attempts to devise a new model-theoretic basis for information discovery problem. Their

approach to the fundamentals of the information discovery in terms of logic/information

based framework is influential. However, they acknowledge the shortcomings in

characterizing the information carrier model. They are right in pointing out a lack of

consensus in the field and a need for rigorous and active research in the field of

information discovery. Their observation of the interrelationship of ID with various other

fields and its user-centered nature is worth noting.

In an attempt to evaluate the state of the art in networked information resource

discovery, Lynch has identified three generations in the short span of few decades of time

on the research and development of resource discovery systems. These are explained

below.

2.6.1 The First Generation: Manually Compiled Directories

The first generation of work consisted primarily of human-generated

bibliographies, distributed both as electronic files and as printed works. These days go

back to the late 1980's, when the Internet was small enough. One could then imagine

compiling, comprehensive directories of networked information resources and updating

them perhaps even monthly. Relevant work from this period includes the directories by

Art St. George and Ron Larsen, Billy Barron, and BBN (under contract to NSF to provide
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Network Information Center Services in the early NSFNET days). These were

distributed via the network and updated periodically. The directories were sufficiently

short, at least when originally conceived, that only relatively superficial attention was

devoted to classification schemes and taxonomies. All of these efforts at directories were

overwhelmed by the explosive growth in networked information resources that took place

in the early 1990's.

Since the early 1990's, attempts at "living" (or at least frequently updated)

comprehensive directories, and particularly those oriented for use as print directories,

have been largely abandoned for their technical and economical unfeasibility.

2.6.2 The Second Generation: Data Collection Systems

The second generation of networked information discovery, tools - the first tools

that were based primarily on automated information gathering - are best represented by

the archie system developed by Peter Deutsch and Alan Emtage [140], [141]. Archie is a

"pull-model" system that provides a searchable database of the fi-les in FTP archives.

Initially it was simply a system that polled a large number of FTP archives, requesting

directory listings, and compiling them into a database. Since then, it has been extensively

optimised and refined to use pre-computed listings stored on the FTP sites, to include

additional information provided by FTP site operators to replicate the archie database at

multiple sites to distribute the search load, and to regionalize the polling process to

reduce network bandwidth. Searching in archie database is relatively simple, and the

descriptive data is very sparse (basically file name, file size, and date of the last update).
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There is no evaluative data, and archie is purely oriented towards discovery as opposed to

selection among, candidate resources. The archie experience was central and seminal in

identifying a number of requirements, ranging from the need for standard methods of

identifying networked resources at various levels of abstraction (implemented through the

efforts of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to standardize Uniform Resource

Locators (URL's), Uniform Resource Names (URN's), and Uniform Resource

Characteristics (URC's», to the need to develop more efficient methods of data

collection (as explored in the Harvest project, discussed below).

The archie work subsequently served as a model for a number of other networked

information discovery services, which helped users navigate deliberately designed

information spaces than the rather haphazard world of FTP archives, notably Veronica

[142], which constructed a database of all of the menu entries in Gopherspace, and later

various Web-walking systems that compiled directories of pages on the WWW [143]. In

all of these systems, the basic strategy is the same.

During the time of the second generation, there were a number of research efforts

to apply more traditional bibliographic cataloging practices to develop databases of key

network resources. Unlike archie and its progeny, the idea here was to apply selection

and intellectual cataloging. Examples included research work at OCLC [144] and the

TOPNODE project sponsored by the Coalition for Networked Information (CNI) [145].

These efforts have not developed viable operational systems. Other efforts to develop

directories based on externally provided "catalog" records continue to emerge. For
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example, Government Information Locator Service (GILS) system provides distributed

information server architecture, based on the Z39.50 information retrieval protocol, to a

set of databases oflocator records describing government information resources [146].

The Wide Area Information Server system (WAIS) was also developed around

the time of the second-generation systems [147] [148]. WAIS was an open, extensible

system for creating instances of a new class of networked information resources as part of

its basic architecture in contrast to Gopher or the WWW. In WAIS system capabilities

were incorporated as an internal component of the base system architecture. WAIS is, a

distributed, client-server based information retrieval system. The interface between the

clients and servers was based on an early version of the Z39.50 protocol, with some

specialized extensions. However, the WAIS also included a distinguished WAIS

database called the directory of servers, which contained entries for each (publicly

advertised) WAIS database. These entries were created by the owners of the various

databases and were based primarily on free-text database descriptions supplied by the

database providers. The most notable aspect in WAIS is the inclusion of the discovery

and selection service, at least on an architectural basis. The experience with WAIS was

also a part of the motivation for the inclusion of a facility called - EXPLAIN - in the

drafts of version 3 of the Z39.50 information retrieval standard in 1994-1995 [149].

EXPLAIN provides a standard way for information servers to incorporate and offer

access to a collection of descriptive information about databases housed on the server

which could provide a source of input to directories such as a WAIS directory of servers,

and also guide direct client interaction with a given information server.
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By the time of the second generation, the number of databases available, even as

part of monolithic commercial services (such as DIALOG), or to patrons at some

research libraries, had grown so huge that selection of appropriate databases was often a

greater problem for the user than mastering the mechanics of search syntax. This led to a

growing focus on methods for selecting appropriate databases within a system. For

instance, DIALOG (offering access to numerous databases), or the "reference server" that

was part of the architecture of the Carnegie-Mellon University Mercury Library System

(intended to help library patrons determine as to which databases to search) [150].

2.6.3 The Third Generation: Distributed intelligent indexing systems

The third generation of networked information discovery and selection systems,

such as the Harvest System [151] [152], incorporate significant improvements in the

methods used for transferring, information from source servers to indexing services. This

is done by providing a much more flexible framework for distributed, cooperative

computation of indexing terms between indexing services and source servers (see also

[153], [154]). Rather than creating, a system like archie, which simply has to fit on top of

an installed base of existing FTP sites, Harvest includes the ability to place an "agent" in

residence at each source server. This scheme allows the server to participate in the

Harvest system in an intelligent way. The architectural model explicitly recognizes the

existence of multiple autonomous indexing services and even explores frameworks for

cooperation among them.
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Schwartz and his colleagues built Harvest on top of his earlier work on a system

called Essence [155], which is essentially a sophisticated, heuristic-based, extensible

indexing system for files stored on the network. It actually employed heuristics to

identify the type of contents that a file contained (e.g., program code, TeX, various word

processor formats, and Postscript), and then invoked an appropriate module to attempt to

index that class of content intelligently. Lycos is another third generation system [156],

developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, which applies complex indexing and analysis

methods to WWW pages.

Another type of third generation system that has been deployed filters large

numbers of newsgroups, mailing lists, or other information sources according to interest

profiles that a user has registered [157]. Stanford University provides an example of such

a system [158].

Lynch's classification of the three generations is essentially prior to the era of

search engines and the sole interest at that time was just to classify the information

resources and not to bother about information itself. As explained in section 2.5 earlier,

the search engines have the problem of facing a dynamic environment. The dynamic

environment they face is beyond any of the presently available estimation techniques.

Nevertheless, Google, the largest among the search engines available has an architecture,

which is much inferior to Harvest's architecture (as admitted by [159]). One major

drawback with the Harvest's architecture is, it requires a server to be placed at each

participating source of information, which is impracticable in Internet. Google's
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popularity is certainly not because of its architecture but because it can deliver the results

expected by a normal user. For a real scalable architecture, and getting the answers to the

queries with just sufficient information (not necessarily exhaustive in nature with

undesirable garbage in it), to precisely satisfy users information need, one should work at

a granularity that is much smaller. The whole exercise of planning to have a semantic

web [160] by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) is precisely a move in this direction.

2.7 SUMMARY

Some of the important characteristics of distributed systems and the challenges

presented by them for the researchers and scientists were examined. In doing so, the fact

that information modelling is an issue in DS has emerged and a review of the same is

I

presented with the necessary focus on information modelling. Modelling must be

augmented with suitable techniques for efficient retrieval. Hence, various information

retrieval techniques were discussed. Search engines are playing a major role in recent

times and a survey of some of them, with the problems they face is therefore covered.

The need for discovering information rather than searching is highlighted leading to the

development of an information discovery paradigm. This paradigm is most common in

any networked environment, which is meant for information services, whether it is an

Internet, Intranet or Extranet. Several ID issues are identified and various solutions

proposed/implemented in the largest DS are also discussed with appropriate classification

of three generations. It is observed that tackling of issues concerned with architecture
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and scaling in a DS environment requires, operating at information granularity much

smaller than the existing ones.
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CHAPTER 3

ARCHITECTURE OF SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Development of large software systems has always faced problems due to several

reasons; one among them is the fact that not all systems are built with sound architectural

framework. Unless a large software system is engineered by sound architectural basis, it

is liable to failure as it is designed and developed by members belonging to different

teams, countries and cultural backgrounds. Such large software system architecture

needs to be flexible as these systems are built with many years of effort. In the mean

time technology might change rapidly. More often it is so in computer science and

software engineering. The number of computer architectures and programming

languages developed, taught and utilized in the past five decades or so stands testimony

for the rapid change in these fields. If a large software system commits to a particular

algorithm or a hardware component at the architectural level then that surely will result in

the failure of the system. This argument might be extended further to make the

technology itself as a component in developing architectures for large software systems.

Apparently there has been almost no effort on the part of software system architects to

allow technologies themselves to become the components of the system architecture.

Rigorous research in this direction is needed if one has to develop any reasonably useful

system in future.
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Before exploring architecture, information discovery that IS essential In the

networked environment and its associated issues are presented.

3.2 INFORMATION DISCOVERY PARADIGM

The information space can be near infinite considering the exponential growth of

the networks around the world. The collection of such networks, which is now

ubiquitous and pervasive in the form of Internet, manifests itself as the largest distributed

system. Information discovery therefore, could be within a distributed system. Figure

3-1 shows essentially an Information Discovery Paradigm (lOP) proposed by Srinivas

Kini & others [134]. The figure depicts an ocean of information at one end containing

the information the discoverer wants -represented by a small white square-, and the

discoverer himself at the other end along with information need being conceptualized in

his mind. The conceptualized information-need is provided to the information discovery

system (lDS) in the form of queries.

The penta-tier architecture of the software, (described in the section 3.4), helps in

exploring information from information space available in distributed environment. This

process of information exploration is nontrivial with complex activities. These are shown

symbolically in the background of the penta-tier architecture in the form of a group of

people discussing a point (refer figure 3-1).
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In order to facilitate better and quicker response it is essential to organize and

classify information space. In order to do this in an efficient and expedient manner the

granularity at which the information must be confronted should be the lowest possible.

The need has been expressed by researchers and scientists in various fields including but

not limited to information science, cognitive psychology, information theory, library

science, computer science, signaling theory and the like. This is evident from the

growing number of research papers by many authors in recent times that are trying to

describe and define information (discussed in chapter 4 in more detail).

Information discovery in a networked environment is inevitable. Though in

literature some authors use the term Resource Discovery (RD) to mean the information

resource discovery, H.A.Proper & P.D. Bruza have preferred the term information

discovery. This is appropriate, as users prefer to discover information of interest to them

than just the sources of information. They agree with the definition provided by Lynch

for information discovery. The definition for information discovery provided by Lynch

is as follows

Ita complex collection of activities that can range from simply

locating a well-specified digital object on the network through lengthy

iterative research activities which involve the identification of a set of

potentially relevant networked information resources, the organization

and ranking resources in this candidate set, and repeated expansion or

restriction of this set based on characteristics of the identified resources

and exploration ofspecific resources H.
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This definition of ID clearly distinguishes itself from the "Information Retrieval"

a term coined by C.N Moores in 1952 and popularized later by Faithhorne in 1961. The

dissimilarity between ID, IR and (IF) is discussed by H.A.Proper & P.D. Bruza. To

summarize, the IR term is usually utilized in a more or less restricted (closed)

environment whereas ID occurs III a networked, uncontrolled, distributed (open)

environment. This openness of the networked environment makes the discovery of

information resources (which could be in any form viz., text, images, sound, movie,

animated pictures etc.), a nontrivial activity of repetitive nature. The repetitive nature of

the problem is mainly due to the following reasons.

First of all, the user of the networked environment (i.e. an information discoverer)

may not have a concrete and clear idea of what he/she is trying to discover. This makes

them often to reformulate their queries. They assume that the needed information exists

somewhere in the information space and there exists a path to reach the corresponding

information. Information discoverer views the problem of ID as that of exploring the

path, which takes himlher to the information that best suits the conceptual idea they have

had. As the users learn increasingly, they become more competent in describing their

needs to the IDS.

Secondly, the information can be reached only by applying multiple

characteristics one after the other. The biggest problem at times is to know when to stop

expansion and based on what criteria to restrict the candidate set. There are a large

number of alternatives available and consequently the present Internet has so many
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varieties of search engines available that follow different strategies (See section 2.5

above.).

Thus, the ID problem is essentially to identify the right information from a vast

information space in any network. The issues identified with the ID problem are:

• Behavior of users (information discoverers).

• Representation of information.

• Refining the documents for more detailed analysis.

• Selection ofInformation.

• Characterization and categorization of information based on content.

The behavior of the information discoverers is mainly constrained by the time

available for them to discover the information. The larger the time available, the more

queries can be formulated and in different ways. The reformulation of queries by

expansion or restriction of certain characteristics is also possible. The reformulation and

multiple queries become a necessity, as it is a nontrivial task to precisely formulate the

information need of information discoverer.

Representation of information making them amenable for ID is a nontrivial task

and many alternatives have been suggested among which the metadata and new formats

(like RDF) are proposed in literature. Documents may have to be refined before really

using them in ID context. Refining them for more detailed analysis could be more
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effective if the user (information discoverer) in a networked environment has some

control over selecting the resources and subjecting them for analysis, based on their

content.

Classification of information based on certain characteristics leading to

categorization is similar to that of document classification in library environment. The

need for a classification and analysis of information sources is pronounced by Ellis David

and Vasconcelos Ana.

Keeping in view that the information discovery paradigm is an issue involved

with the distributed systems, the experience gained by the design and development of an

Election Counting and Reporting Software (ECRS) system -that exemplifies a DS- is

considered in detail in this thesis. The following section illustrates design and

development of architecture for a DS, which in turn is composed of five different

technologies.

3.3 ARCHITECTURE OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

In order to arrive at an appropriate architecture for a DS, investigations on certain

typical application packages were carried out. It was observed that an application

relating to the counting of votes in a general election to a parliamentary constituency in

India, called Election Counting and Reporting Software (ECRS) system, would fit as an

ideal candidate as DS. ECRS system is distributed in nature and covers all the problems

discussed earlier in section 2.2. The observations recorded and the experience gained in
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developing a monolithic architecture [161], has resulted in an architecture that further

evolved into penta-tier architecture. This architecture is presented in the next section.

3.3.1 Background

India is the biggest democracy in the world. The data of recent general elections

substantiate this fact. Elections in India generate enormous data. In order to publish the

trends and statutory reports and such other details, which would help the district

administration in managing the process of elections, it is necessary to compile data from

different points within the system.

Elections are held for various constituencies; each constituency consisting of

assembly segments. The number of assembly segments and the number of polling booths

in each assembly segment are dependent on the population. The election counting

process as it was planned and executed at the constituency where this ECRS system was

implemented is explained below.

The counting process at Shimoga (a district head quarters in Karnataka State)

constituency was carried out according to the following scheme: There were 30 counting

tables for each assembly segments (there were 8 such assembly segments), and a total of

240 counting tables were used. The ballot papers are bundled, after mixing them

properly from the ballot boxes. Each bundle contains 1000 ballot papers (except the

residual ones). Bundles are served to each table. In one round thus 2,40,000 votes would

be counted. The total number of rounds of counting depends on the votes to be counted.
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The data was fed to the computers with software components specially designed to

analyze election data, generate reports, etc., running on different systems. These

computers were further networked in order to share the data and information.

3.3.2 System Architecture

The system architecture (refer figure 3-2) contains five distinct components [162].

Theses five components are identified based on observation and experience in dealing

with any DS, which is amenable for ID.

A. Networked computing machines and Network Operating System.

B. Data warehouse

C. Data mining

D. OLAP

E. Data visualization

A. Networked computing machines and Network Operating System

It contains the necessary hardware along with the network operating system and

the network servers.

B. Data warehouse

The data warehouse is the repository for stored data and metadata. Data

warehousing involves the storage and maintenance of the data specific to the domain in

question. Any domain contains two types of data - static and dynamic. It is important to

distinguish the data in a data warehouse as static and dynamic. It serves two purposes.
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First, it helps in determining the state of the data warehouse at any given point of time.

Secondly, such a classification of data (into static and dynamic) allows us to concentrate

on the data that is to be maintained. Different approaches for classification of data into

static and dynamic data can be had, depending on the vulnerability of data, intended

usage of data, frequency of update, the source of data and its reliability. Such a

classification helps us to increase the overall efficiency of the data warehouse. This also

helps in building fault tolerance into the system [163].

It is observed that most ofthe data in the data warehouse would be static. Almost

all data enters in to domain as dynamic data except in the initial phase of creating the data

warehouse. However in the initial phase of the creation of data warehouse, it is left to the

designer of the data warehouse to choose which data will act as static and which data will

be dynamic. The importance of the need for such a distinction between the data items

calls for a lot of attention of the designer. A failure at this point by the designer to

classify data properly results in degraded performance of the data warehouse. In

addition, mistakes committed can result at worst in total failure of the system to respond

to the user queries later.

Slowly over a period of time, depending on the domain, dynamic data becomes

static. It is an important issue for the architect of data warehouse to determine at what

point of time a dynamic data becomes static. This is where the designer of the data

warehouse must be careful. Fortunately most of the times the domain in question itself
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will provide the answer to this question. In ECRS system, for instance, each and every

round of counting data becomes static, once the competent authority approves the data.

Another way to classify data in a data warehouse as static and dynamic depends

on the purpose of the usage of the data. For instance, historical data in a data warehouse

constitutes static data and the metadata in a data warehouse constitute dynamic data.

Since the concept of static, dynamic and supportive data is important for ID, it is

discussed below.

Figure 3-2 A System Architecture with five complementary tech nologies
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Static (Historical) Data

Populating static data contains the following steps.

• Data Collection.

• Data preparation and validation.

Data Collection

In Shimoga constituency the general elections were held from 1952 onwards. All

the data related to election results were in the form of paper documents, which had to be

converted into electronic form. This involved a lot of interaction with the staff concerned

for collecting all the data intended to be placed in the data warehouse. During discussions

it was decided to maintain only records of the candidates and political parties who have

secured more than 50,000 votes. Such a decision is important irrespective of the domain.

Otherwise the data warehouse may be containing a lot of junk, which is not useful. For

instance, consider an independent candidate who contests only once in an election and

secures less than 50,000 votes. These records need not be maintained. In this way

system user determines the decision as to which data is to be maintained in the data

warehouse. This is so as the user is the one who wants to query on the data warehouse

and generally more competent in domain knowledge. But the designer has to educate the

user of the consequences of storing the data, which may not be very useful in the long run

and is negligible in its magnitude to disturb the final results expected by the system.
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Data preparation and Validation

The data so collected was entered into suitable place within the data warehouse.

Automatic validation checks were performed on this data at the time of data entry. Only

the "clean data" was allowed to enter the data warehouse. A strict and stringent policy

has to be developed to make sure the data is clean. One must remember that query results

are directly affected by the cleanliness of the data warehouse. It is not only necessary to

see to it that one gets the clean data in the data warehouse, but also to maintain the data

warehouse itself clean is an issue that needs to be emphasized.

Dynamic (Election Counting) Data

In a special questionnaire form, the data was collected from each election vote

counting table. After entering the details of each counted bundle of ballot papers, these

special forms were duly signed by the authorized person. Once these special forms are

signed, they arrive at the desk of the computer data entry operator. Operator enters all the

details in the form including the assembly segment code and the counting table code into

the computer. Cross verification of the data entered by the data entry operator can be

automatically done with already available information in the system4 about the assembly

segment. The data about the number of ballot papers in one bundle fed earlier was also

used to check the entered data. In addition, the total number of votes counted and

categorized as belonging to different candidates was then summed up and it was verified

with the other data maintained by the system. Thus even before populating data into the

4 The historical data and other static data that represent the assembly segment could be used to support validation and verification
checks.
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data warehouse, cleanliness of data entering the data warehouse afresh was doubly

ensured by above procedure. In case of any discrepancies, they were handled in an

intelligent way. Discrepancies were also logged into a special log file. System even

drew the attention of data entry operator, who was instructed to report the matter to his

immediate supervisor to verify and take proper action. The above procedure was

followed to make sure the quality of the data and data consistency are not compromised

at any cost, which might other wise result in wrong interpretations by the software used

for its analysis later. It is advocated and emphasized that preserving data consistency and

integrity should be invariably done as it plays a vital role in the overall success of the

system.

Supportive (Meta) data

Metadata basically refers to the data of data. When the size of the data warehouse

is extremely large, metadata helps in retrieving the data in the data warehouse in an easy

and faster manner. Since metadata has to reflect the current state of the data warehouse,

it can be treated as dynamic data. This dynamic nature of metadata warrants at times

replicating the information on metadata. Such replication of metadata provides fault

tolerance to the data warehouse. Replication imposes additional overhead to the system

but it is worth carrying this out.
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C. Data mining

Data mining is an attractive technology for users looking to make sense out of a

large volume of complex data. The fact that programs can analyze an entire data

warehouse and identify the key relationships relevant to the users is interesting for all

data analysts. Data mining uses algorithms employed to determine the key relationships

in the data. Data mining can look at numerous multidimensional data relationships,

highlighting those that are exceptional.

Different approaches that are available here include sequence-based analysis,

clustering, classification, estimation and various other techniques. In ECRS system

however simple IR techniques that are mentioned in section 2.4 earlier are used in

addition to some of the simple statistical analysis on the data.

D. OLAP

OnLine Analytical Processing (OLAP) helps in providing the kind of information

the end user is looking for, by making use of all of the data that is available in the data

warehouse at the instance of query execution. The end user requirements can be

implemented in the form of canned query. If an a priori knowledge of what the end user

is looking for can be heuristically guessed, then the data warehouse can be tuned to meet

the request of the user in the fastest possible way by using appropriate algorithms (refer

section 2.4.5). In ECRS system, the online analytical processing was employed in trend

finding, comparison of the new results with that of the old ones (by party, by candidate,
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by assembly segments etc.). OLAP tools, process the user query for instantaneously

providing the results from the data warehouse. The analysis can vary from simple

aggregation, to complex modelling of the data. The OLAP tools can add some metadata

to the data warehouse to facilitate instantaneous results to the queries anticipated. At this

layer of the architecture, the interface with the end user must be capable of generating

query results quickly [162].

E Data Visualization

"A picture is worth a thousand words" - end users would like to view the results

in the form of graphs, charts, pictures and animations. The reason for such a demand

from the user community is two fold. First of all the user is not having interest in seeing

just numbers in the form of tables. Secondly the user's time is precious and they can

efficiently and effectively analyze the results by saving time, if the results are in a more

convenient visual fonn. Rather than simply creating statistical printouts of the results,

sophisticated online visualization for end users is appreciated. Features like the ability to

display graphics dynamically, show related 3-D graphs on the screen, and rotate graphs

so that they can be viewed from different perspectives can be therefore included here.

Basically this layer acts as the presentation layer for the system.

To conclude, a system developed by following the above architecture is far more

informative than simple tables that represent the same information, Comparison of the

results of older elections with the current one and that too using special-effect

visualization was well appreciated in informed quarters. One important attracting feature
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of the ECRS system was to predict the result of the elections from the point when the

second round of counting results were entered into the data warehouse. The technologies

blended as discussed in the architecture are needed for full exploitation of the data

warehouse and OLAP.

The concept of static and dynamic data becomes handy in creation and

maintenance of the data warehouse. It also brings in the fault tolerance and reliability to

the data warehouse, which is an important aspect for any system.

The visualization of the data helps users to understand the interrelationships

among the data. This in turn helps them to get rid of conflicts and makes their

understanding clearer by saving their precious time. The architecture of complementary

technologies helps in making strategic decisions by the users themselves without

botheration of how and where the data is stored.

All layers in the system architecture are complementary to the other adjacent

layers. The five complementary technologies help in developing and deploying a better

system. Since most of the organizations already have networked their computing

machines for proper sharing of data and information, the lowest layer in the architecture

is already present. What is required is the creation of a data warehouse, proper selection

of data mining technique for the specific domain, using OLAP for necessary processing,

and finally the data visualization for presenting the results to the user. Five

complementary layers in the architecture can therefore be filled up with appropriate
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subsystems within the distributed system. Each group of subsystems if assigned for a

corresponding layer in the architecture, resulting in a tier, would end up in an architecture

comprising five tiers that can conveniently be called penta-tier architecture.

This approach has mainly following advantages

• If any technology evolves, all the advantages it encompasses may he

carried into the final system instantaneously.

• If any component (basic/composite) is found to be unreliable, faulty, and

inefficient, due to underlying technology used in the development and/or

deployment of that primitive basic component and/or composite derived

components, it is easy and safe to revert hack to previously used

components, which were reliable, correct and efficient with least/no effect

on the system.

3.4 ECRS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The monolithic architecture that was used in a version earlier to ECRS system

contained modules listed in table 3-1. Any single fault occurring in it could bring down

the system to a grinding halt. This is due to the architecture being fragile. In monolithic

architecture, modules were essentially developed and deployed with the assumption that

the integrity of the database is intact. This assumption may not always be true. In a

complex environment that any DS is supposed to function, all sorts of errors and faults

are possible including a compromise of database integrity. The deficiency of the

monolithic architecture was its fragileness with respect to these errors and faults.
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Sl.No Module Name Module Function
I Get Data To get the data from the user and populate-

database.
2 Update_Data To modify the existing data in the database either

using a programming interface or directly by
tampering the database.

3 Analyse Make analysis of Election database with
appropriate algorithms, which includes statistical
analysis.

4 Display Display the information in the form of graphs,
charts and tables making it attractive, appealing
and easy to understand for the end user.

5 PrepareForDisplay In order to display the information properly
consolidating, classifying and assimilating related
information may have to be done and this module
does that.

Table 3-1 Modules used in monolithic architecture

The modules listed in table 3-1 were put in appropriate layers in the penta-tier

architecture as shown in figure 3-3. Thus ECRS system is made to conform to the

penta-tier architecture. This architecture is conveniently called "ECRS system

architecture". Further wrappers around each of these modules were developed to

efficiently and effectively identify and block faults. These wrappers were designed in

such a way that they can identify both internal and external faults, especially at the

interface (layer) boundaries. In situations where the fault is detected two alternatives

exist. In the first one, either the system on its own, changes system parameters (thus

continues to function as if it is normal) or user is given a chance to review and restart

computing from the previous layer with appropriate changes in the system parameters. In

the other case a message is flashed mentioning the inability to continue further and the

culprit module and/or data is identified and reported.
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Figure 3-3 ECRS System Architecture.

An experiment was conducted to demonstrate that this layered approach makes

architecture fault tolerant. In this experiment two types of faults (internal and external)

were injected and the behavior with respect to these faults was compared between the

monolithic architecture and the penta-tier architecture as applied in the modified ECRS

system. The faults injected are carefully selected. This is done by keeping in mind that

such faults should naturally be expected in a distributed system. The table 3-2 gives the

description of the faults injected, their classification as internal and external and under

which guise they may appear in a distributed system.
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Sl.No

2

3

4

Description of Faults

Database values changed
to from positive to
negative where it was
expected to be positive
always
(Unexpected Value)

Out of range values given
as input for modules.
(Out ofBound)

Not null data fields
containing Null data.
(Unanticipated Data)

Wrong type of input
received like for instance
just an integer In the
place of a float.
(Type Mismatch)

Probable guise the faults may
take in a DS environment

During transmission over
network due to faulty
network components that
outside the boundaries of the
system. Due to
malfunctioning hardware
under strained environmental
conditions.
Buggy software modules,
which do not maintain a strict
check on the data taken as
input and also those software
modules that may not verify
their outputs andlor results
for range confirmation,
Integrity of the database is
compromised andlor loss of
data due to malfunctioning or
faulty hardware.
Faulty hardware, sensors and
transducers that feed data to
the modules and are internal
to the system. Other software
modules of the system that
return wrong type of data.

Classification of
faults as
internal/external
External

Internal

External

Internal

Table 3-2 Faults injected, their description and classification.

At each instruction, by observing the snapshot of the system and its parameters,

propagation of faults through each module in the system is monitored. This is a sort of

glass box testing. The permeability of faults through each module is observed in both the

cases. It is observed that faults could not permeate beyond the layer boundaries in the
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case of ECRS system architecture. Further, the fault was either identified as belonging to

a module or an intervention from the user is sought (in extreme cases only).

For each fault injected, the fault is monitored for its movement in the system,

especially across the boundaries of the layers and a measure of how many modules they

could permeate (without the fault being detected) is recorded. The permeability is

inversely proportional to the reliability and fault tolerance. This means more the value of

this measure worse is the systems reliability and/or fault tolerance capability. In the

experiment this measure is calculated using the formula pIN where p is the number of

modules permeated and N is the total number of modules in the system (5 in this

experiment as is clear from table 3-1). In the table 3-3 given below in monolithic

architecture for two of the faults, the number of modules permeated was 0 (zero) but the

system crashed (exhibiting its fragileness and non fault tolerance), while for all the cases

of faults in ECRS system architecture the measure was 0 (zero). Neither the system

stopped functioning normally nor did it crash either. In the case of fault 1 (i.e.,

Unexpected Value fault) the system changed the parameters by itself to expected values

(changing negative values to positive) and continued to function normally (bringing in

fault tolerance to the system). In the case of fault 2 (Le. Out of Bound fault), system

changed the system parameters by itself and continued to function normally by bringing

the values of parameters within the expected range. While in the case of Unanticipated

Data and Type Mismatch faults (fault 3 and 4 respectively) system asked for user

intervention (bringing in fault avoidance feature).
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Type of Type of Classes of faults injected Number % Overall %
Faults Faults (refer table 3-2.) of Permeability

modules
Permeated

Monolithic Internal 2 (Out of Bound) 5 100%
Architecture 4 (Type Mismatch) o (System 0%

Crashed) 50%
External 1 (Unexpected Value) 5 100%

3 (Unanticipated Data) o(System 0%
Crashed)

ECRS Internal 2 (Out of Bound) 0 0%
System

architecture 4 (Type Mismatch) 0 0% 0%
following External 1 (Unexpected Value) 0 0%
penta-tier 3 (Unanticipated Data) 0 0%

model

Table 3-3 Summarised results of the fault tolerance experiment

Table 3-3 shows the summarized results of the experiment. This table assumes

that permeability through modules, for each module in the system is equally difficult.

Based on this assumption the entries in the percentage columns (column 5 and 6

respectively) in the above table are derived.

It can be concluded from this experiment and the results in the tables that

"A layered architecture if designed for handling faults with appropriate

measures like wrappers can be fault tolerant and more reliable than a monolithic

architecture. "
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3.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has viewed the architectural issues concerned with any DS. Some

important concepts like static, dynamic and supportive data are discussed. They

constitute the basis for the necessity of a better architectural framework. It is illustrated

that five complementary technologies can be blended together resulting in penta-tier

architecture that is fault tolerant and hence reliable. The fault tolerance of the penta-tier

architecture was justified with an experiment conducted using two versions of the ECRS

system. A more detailed analysis of information, including its definition can support

researchers in diverse fields. In the next chapter we shall throw some light on these

Issues.
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CHAPTER 4

INFOTRONS AND IDS DESIGN

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Architecture as developed in the previous chapter provides a framework flexible

enough to design any DS. But this architecture does not convey anything about the

granularity incorporated within a DS at each tier. Most of the literature considers the

document itself as of lowest granularity and attempts to solve the resource discovery

(instead of information discovery) problem (refer section 2.7 for details). In resource

discovery the major focus is on discovering the sources of information (viz., URI, URN,

URL etc.,) that points to interrelated collection of documents, as opposed to the

information itself. This is the major reason why search engines (discussed in section 2.5

and 2.7) only attempt to produce a list of URLs of documents. The URLs so extracted

are the links to the documents that might contain any combination of keywords the user

has supplied in his query. For most of the authors, a document means a file stored within

a computer that is accessible in a networked environment. In reality, the document is an

abstract entity, which is the logical organization of the information that is intended to be

conveyed. Hence it is always possible (theoretically) to construct a single document from

two or more related documents by merging them logically (practically in case of

documents being accessible in digital form). But this exercise of merging must be done
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in such a way that the information intended to be conveyed stands out clearly. Effective

merging of documents is possible if we can work with them, logically (and even

physically) at granularity lesser than that of a document itself. Recently many authors

have attempted to describe and define information, its characteristics and the like.

Nobody seems to agree with the conventional definition of "information as processed

data". The lack of completeness in this definition augmented with the frequent usage of

the terminology "Information Technology" has made many definitions to appear in the

literature [164-168].

Defining information is essential for anybody dealing with information discovery.

An attempt is made in filling the crevice in section 4.3. Even before dealing with the

definition of information, it would be appropriate to ponder over the situation that existed

when information theory originated and the situation that prevails now.

4.2 INFORMATION THEORY

Influenced by the thinking of Nyquist H [169,170], (who was more concerned

with telegraph speed), Claude E Shannon [171] developed his mathematical theory of

communication built around the schematic diagram of a general communication system

(refer [171] for a schematic diagram of general communication system).

Scenario 4-1 describes the problems encountered by Shannon and others. This

scenario also helps in justifying the reasoning for the way in which he modelled his

general theory of communication systems. However, with the growth in technology and
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the Internet, augmented with penetration of WWW, not just the rule of the game but the

game itself has changed. The scenario 4-2 better holds for the Internet user browsing the

WWW. One can also consider intelligent software agents or spiders crawling the web for

information in lieu of Internet user.

Scenario

Objective

Method

Action

Result

SENDING A TELEGRAM.

A person wants to send a Telegram from Cochin' to his relative in
Shimoga.

He6 goes to a nearby telegraph office and fills a form with his message and
the address of his relative. After paying necessary amount the message
will be passed .on to his relative using certain technology that encodes his
message (Morse Code) asa telegram and isdelivered to the address given.

Initiated by the information source. Information source is proactive.

Information moves from the source to the destination as is depicted by the
schematic diagram of a general theory of communication system of
Shannon.

Scenario 4-1 Sending a Telegram

The scenario 4-1 and 4-2 would help to highlight the major difference between

Shannon's modelling of source and sink of information to the one that is prevailing on

the Internet. The following paragraphs summarize the observation.

Scenario 4-1 clearly demonstrates that in Shannon's model, information source

was proactive whereas going by Scenario 4-2 information destination is proactive.

5 Cochin and Shimoga are two cities in Kerala and Kamataka State oflndia respectively.
6 Read He/She as is convienient.
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In scenario 4-2, the user' (information sink:) is proactive; in the sense, he guides

the browser (a tool to navigate Internet). This change in scenario leads to a remodelling

of the schematic diagram of a general communication system, resulting in the schematic

diagram of a general information discovery system. The schematic diagram of a general

information discovery system is shown in figure 4-1. In figure 4-1, the information

discoverer is shown on the leftmost box and set of information repository is represented

on the rightmost box. Note the direction of information flow.

",····sceri#ib'.··'···· ;.·".:.D~taNCt.·TENr)ER.cbt(bNUr·~··

/:~~J#V~"'~:t~~~+~~~~j~~{&;;~ch,h)s~~: .....,.i.'· . • .'

'Medrod' .: ,> ' 'HegQes tQ'l0earbY, shOp:"wherea.~ender;!coconuti$ av~ilable .and::~et~rit .'.
·.cUt .s~tqat· ..h~,·cari\;useastraw:atld,·dtutk·ik.· He sips the contents' ofthe
. ·tender.~o~~nut'·slo~ly..tising,tl~e,: St~w;.. '1'h~ :tendeicoconri£~atet .. moves

: .,{roD;lll1eshell:to·htw.Jnf~ct,tl{epersonPra.ws:thet~detcocOnutwater:. .,..~. --, ".' , .. ' , .... , '''' " . -,. , , ' , " , ... -,. . " . -, . , -
, :.~. ~.>'; ,

;)nitiated<by:·th~.d~stimltion;< 'I1Ifonliatlon moves oris' dra'Wll'.bythe
'de~tinatioIlfiomthesqU~ce.·<jnf()rma,tion.destinationisproactive.

< -"- ',' - t ': ; - ,- ~

Scenario 4-2 Drinking tender coconut

7Adiscoverercan be positionedin place of Internetuser broadening the scope of the information discoveryprobleminto a realistic
(non-virtual) worldwherediscovereris proactive. For instance, any researcher can be thought as a discoverer.
S One can think of any of the favouritefruitjuice or softdrink.
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Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of genera l infor mation discovery system

The schematic diagram of general information discovery system is strikingly

similar to that of information model continuum. The earlier discussion on information

model continuum (refer figure 2-1 under section 2.3.2) had the system on one side and

the user on the other side (as in figure 4-1) and various models of information being

available in the range classified as cognitive, conceptual, and semantic models. A single

model that can cater to the needs of both the user and the system and cruise along the

whole spectrum of continuum would be the most appropriate one. It is therefore held that

there is an urgent need to specifically visualize a model along with all the corollary data

and be motivated to design an objective machinery for this purpose. This is achieved by

dwelling on and developing an adequate concept of infotron. The development of

infotron could thus be treated as an active search for the smallest possible, fundamental

information element.

4.3 INFOTRONS

Infotron is the smallest possible , fundam ental information particle. Infotron is to

information just as an electron is for an atom. The notion of infotron further helps to

define information. Unlike electrons, however, infotrons do not have mass, charge, or
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energy. They do not have to revolve around any other particles neither do they exhibit

spm. The comparison made to electrons is mainly to signify the behavior of free

electrons that have the capability to carry charges, resulting in the current flow. In a

similar way, infotrons will carry information from source to sink resulting in the

information flow. It is worth noting at this point that information by its nature flows.

When the infotrons are gathered by the Information sink made available by the

source by means of a language L governed by grammar G, it results in the flow of

information. A language and its characterization have been covered in much detail in

(172,173].

4.4 DEFINITION OF INFORMATION

Consider a set of infotrons represented by the set t given by

(I) t = {a, b, c, ...}

Where, a, b, C, ... are infotrons. This set is called the set of infotrons and is

defined for a language L with grammar G

Then Information Z E I can be defined as the result of an operator e E cl> on

elements xl, x2, x3, ...E I u t as governed by the language L and its grammar G.
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In mathematical terms, '\jZ El,

(2) Z = e ~ xl,x2,x3, ... r

and eE <I> where <I> is the set of all operators and is an attribute of G for a given

language L.

All operators in set <I> are operable on the elements of the set IUl.

As a byproduct -also called side effect in programming languages [174]- of the

operation the operator emight generate additional infotrons/infonnation.

Hence, information is dependent on a given language and its grammar. It means

that if someone wants to measure how much information has been gathered then that

should be done explicitly by mentioning the language L and its grammar G.

For instance, consider the binary language LB. In binary language, 0 and 1 are

the infotrons available.

(4) :.l= {0,1 }
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(5) <1>= {/\~v~'~ ...}

A proper combination of these as defined by the grammar of the binary language,

can lead to information in binary language. Note the information can also be allowed by

the rules of the grammar to take part in forming information. Nevertheless the

fundamental constituents are still infotrons.

To elaborate more, the grammar G for binary language consists of three

operations (viz., NOT ('), AND (1\) and OR (v)) defined by the truth tables (refer figure

A~1 to A-3 in appendix A). All other abstract operations -binary as well as unary

operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division- can be realized by

fundamental operations on the infotrons. There are in fact sixteen possible operations on

any two variables of type infotrons in binary language, which are detailed in appendix A.

From figure A-4 (refer appendix A), it is evident that there are six non-similar

operators of which three (i.e., f = 0, f=1, f=x) are trivial ones while f=xI\Y , f=xvy, and

f=xl\yvx'I\Y' are non-trivial ones. All other functions can be obtained from these six by

complementation or by interchange of variables. Two more operations called NAND and

NOR operations are sufficient to realize even the three fundamental operations and hence

they are called universal operations.

Shannon's general communication system works with the basic underlying

assumption that the source and sink transmit and receive messages (through intermediary
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channel) that is composed of symbols for successful communication. In this general

model there is an implied agreement between the source and sink about the nature and

characteristics of the symbol. Without such an agreement, there could perhaps never be

a successful communication as it would be unfeasible for the sink to separate the noise

from the signal. Most of the times, in telecommunication equipments, these semantics of

the symbols (signals) carried within the channel and interpreted by the source and sink

(which are designed by using special algorithms and protocols that could either be

implemented in hardware, firmware or software) are in place. To achieve the same

implied agreement in the ID context that uses infotrons as its base, a framework is needed

and such a framework is termed as infotron dictionary.

4.5 INFOTRON DICTIONARY

An infotron dictionary is a repository for infotrons and captures their association,

relationship with other infotrons and/or information. It also comprises of constraints and

rules imposed by operations that are within the framework of a language and a grammar.

Actually visualization of an infotron dictionary is the corollary to the concept of

infotron itself. Thus they act as a linking device between information discoverer and the

information contained within documents. The association, relationship, operations

allowed with their preconditions, etc., between infotrons, that is to be captured, depend

mainly on the application domain as well as the agreed upon language and grammar for

ID. For instance, in the library information system application domain, considering
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"book" as an infotron, its association with other infotrons like "person", "member", and

the like is controlled by the operation of "borrow"ing book from the library by a "person"

(who should of course be a "member"- a precondition - for the operation) for "read"ing

(another operation). Instead, on considering the "audio tape" as another infotron ("audio

tape" is not a single word but is still considered as infotron in an ID context as opposed to

the notion of terms employed in IR), the "member" can "listen" and "play" (operations)

but cannot "read". If we can capture this association and relationship between the

infotrons along with the facts like a "movie tape" can produce "sound" and hence can be

"play"ed and "listen"ed like an audio tape apart from "viewing" which can also be done

for a "book". This would potentially help a discoverer in articulating the query and

gleaning for infotrons that are capable of being "played".

There is a subtle difference between the concept of infotron dictionary and the

object oriented concepts. One could consider a "book" in the preceding example as a

class of objects with "borrowing" and "reading" as its member functions and the

interaction between various other objects belonging to different class like "member"

"person" etc., being considered as message passing events that trigger possibly other

operations not belonging to any of these objects. The object oriented analysis and design

is intended and indeed it helps in writing programs in a much better way. Unfortunately

this is achieved by compromising at various levels like making a member function

belonging to anyone of the several available classes in the design and further making

access to that member function possible by either deriving it through inheritance, or other
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mechanisms like "friend" classes and functions. This compromise makes it inadequate to

model the reality with which ID has to survive in dealing with information. Moreover the

focus in object oriented analysis and design is mainly to classify objects identified in the

systems and make them amicable in the deliverable system using an appropriate data

structure to represent objects. They serve this purpose extremely well. They do provide

a better abstraction for data with the emphasis having been shifted more towards data

than procedure as opposed to the case of procedure oriented approaches adopted by

others. This abstraction is still insufficient to provide data the freedom to function as an

infotron, which is what an infotron dictionary would strive to provide.

4.6 IDENTIFYING INFOTRONS IN A DOMAIN AND DEVISING

AN INFOTRON DICTIONARY

Let us consider the library domain to identify infotrons and create an infotron set.

If one considers the "book" as an infotron, in the library context, identifying other

infotrons in the domain becomes easier. The book has an "author" which forms the next

possible infotron in the set. Once a few key infotrons in a given domain are identified, an

infotron set can be formed. A partial set is given below for reference. It is not just

sufficient if the infotrons are identified, the operators within the domain must also be

identified. The formation of the operator set along with infotron set is governed by the

language and grammar of the domain. Such an operator set is also given below.
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t = {"book" "author" "person" "member" "audio tape" "video tape", , , , , ,

"cd", "journal", "place", "price", "book shelf', "publisher",

"sound", "supplier", ... }

<t> {"borrow", "read", "listen", "play", "view", "pay", "return",

"arrange", "refer", "pick", "write" ...}

There are instances when infotrons refer to a group of words or terms. For

example "audio tape" can become an infotron, if it needs to be maintained Gust as books

are maintained) in a library. The concept that comes to one's mind when the term "video

tape" is encountered is distinct from "audio tape" even though the word tape is common.

As a clue the designer can look for nouns and objects having physical existence to

identify infotrons in any domain. The identification of operators follows the

identification of infotrons. Again as a clue, designer can look forward for verbs to help

identify operators.

Once the infotrons and the operators are identified, capturing their association and

interactions in the domain in an appropriate manner for discovery purposes has to be

done. This forms the infotron dictionary. A typical infotron dictionary is depicted in

table 4-1.
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t '

SI. Infotron Operator Assigned Related to Type of Range of '"

No applicable Weight other representat values
Infotrons ion within infotron can

computer take
01 Book 01,02,06, 08 12,16,04, Text Any ...

08, 13,... 15,43,... alphabet
allowed by
the language

02 Author 11,02,09,07, 25 01,12,07,06 Text Any ...
. . . ,09,... alphabet

allowed by
the language

03 Person 02,06,09, 30 09,18,23,45, Text Any ...
08, ... 26,35,22,... alphabet

allowed by
the language

04 Member 02,06,09, 10 01,02,03,09, Text Any ...
08, ... 18,23,45,... alphabet

allowed by
the language

05 Audio 03,04,01,06, 18 04,14,13,12, Picture Not more ...
tape 07, ... ... than 200

pixels
06 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ...

Table 4-1 A sample infotron dictionary for Library
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use to design and develop an operational system. One of the possible representations

could be, for instance, as elements within markup tags used in markup languages like

HTML and XML. Another alternative available is to use attribute-value pairs to

represent the infotrons. The designer can develop any innovative technique to identify

and represent infotrons to suit the domain of the problem he is interested just as the

concept of objects in Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD). The poss~~e~.
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are limited only by the intuition of the designer himself. In this work however, an

approach to the problem by utilizing the elements available within markup language has

been followed.

First an attempt to incorporate infotron -the smallest granularity of information

into the documents is made. The study conducted used two hundred documents each in

HTML and XML. The focus of study was primarily on identifying which one between

HTML and XML would be more suitable for incorporating the infotrons. Next, we

provide specification, design and developmental aspects of IDS having the characteristics

similar to the one discussed in section 4.2 (refer figure 4~1). Finally, the IDS so

developed should be capable of utilization in an application. In order to demonstrate the

utilization of the lDS, a legacy system is used. Each of these aspects, are elaborated in

following sections.

4.7 AN EMPIRICAL STUDY FOR INCORPORATING

INFOTRONS

The empirical study conducted had two hundred documents hand-coded and fine

tuned in accordance with appropriate specification [175-176]. The specification for the

latest version of HTML and XML are available from the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C). Two partial sample files one each from HTML and XML are shown in listings

4-1 and 4-2 respectively. The listings illustrate how to incorporate infotrons within the

documents.
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<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>A library information file<lTlTLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<DIV CLASS="DOCUMENT">
<DIV CLASS=ItDOCUMENT.NUMBERIt><p>I</P></DIY>
<DIV CLASS="DOCUMENT.TITLE"><p> AComputer Book File </P></DIY>
<DIV CLASS="CONTENTSIt>

<DIV CLASS="BOOKS">
<DIV CLASS="COMPUTER.BOOKS>

<DIV CLASS="BOOK">
<DIV CLASS="BOOK.TITLE">

<H2>Developing XML Solutions<1H2>
</DIY>
<DIV CLASS="AUTHORS">

<DIV CLASS="AUTHOR">
<DIV CLASS=ItFIRST.NAME"><P>STURM</P><lDlY>
<DIV CLASS=ItMIDDLE.NAME1t><P></P></DIY>
<DIV CLASS="LAST.NAME"><P>JAKE</P><IDIY>

</DIY>
</DIY>
<DIV CLASS=ltpUBLSIHER">
<P>WP Publishers and Distributers Pvt Ltd</P>

</DIY>
<DIV CLASS=ItYEAR"><P>200 I </P></DlY>
<DIV CLASS=ItACCESSION.NUMBERIt><P>3473</P></DIY>

<DIV CLASS="ISBN"><P>81-7853-014-7</P></DlY>
<DIV CLASS="CURRENCY"><p>US $</P></DIY>

<DIV CLASS=ItPRICEIt><P>49.99</P></DIY>

<DIV CLASS="SUPPLIERIt> <P>Mind storrn books center</P></DIV>
<DIV CLASS=ItSHELF.MARK"><P>I01</P></DlY>

<DIV CLASS="EDITIONIt><p> First</P></DIY>
<DIV CLASS=ltpAGES"><P>450<!P></DlY>

<IDlY>
•••

<!DIY>
<IDlY>

</DIY>
<IDlY>

</BODY>

Listing 4-1 A sample partial listing of HTML document containing infotrons
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<7xml version=="1.0" 7>
<document>

<document.number> 1</document.number>
<document.title>A Computer Book File</document.title>
<contents>

<books>
<cam puter. books>

<book>
< book. title> Developing XML Solutions</book. title>

<author>
<first.name>STURM</first.name>
<middle.name />
<last.name>JAKE</last.name>

</author>
<publisher>WP Publishers and Distributers Pvt Ltd</publisher>
<year>2001</year>
<accession.number>3473</accession.number>
<isbn>81-7853-014-7</isbn>
<currency>US $</currency>
< price>49.99</price>
<supplier>Mind storm books center</supplier>
<shelf.mark> 101</shelf.mark>
<edition> First</edition>
<pages>450</pages>

</book>
<book>

<book.title>Teach yourself XML in 21 days</book.title>
<authors>

<author>
<first.name>NORTH</first.name>
<middle.name />
<last.name>SIMON</last.name>

</author>
<author>

<first. name>HERMANS</first.name>
<last.name>PAUL</last.name>

</author>
</authors>

<publisher>Sams Techmedia Books</publisher>
<year> 1999</year>
< accession. number> 12345</accession. number>
<isbn>81-7635-268-3</isbn>
<currency>Rs.</currency>
<price> 150</price>
<supplier>Sapna Book House</supplier>
<shelf.mark> 100</shelf.mark>
<edition>First</edition>
<pages>600</pages>

</book>
•••

</computer.books>
</books>

</contents>
< I rlOrt Impnt>

Listing 4-2 A sample partial listing of XML document containing infotrons
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Description XML 1.0 HTML4 Correct in XML 1.0 Correct in HTML 4
Documents must be All elements must Not nested elements: overlapping
well-formed either have closing Necessary <p> here is a bold elements: <p> here

tags or be written <b> para <Ib>.<Jp> is a bold <b> para
in a special form </p>.</b>
and that all the
elements must
nest.

Element and Yes. Since XML " <student> <STUDENT>---_.. ---_..
attribute names must is case-sensitive
be in lower case
Fornon-empty Yes. All elements " Terminated unterminated----- -----
elements, end tags other than those elements: <p>here elements: <p>here
are required declared in the is a para.<Jp> <p> is a para. <p> here

DTD as EMPTY here is another one. is another one.
must have an end <Jp>
tag.

Attribute values Yes. Even those " <table rows="2" > <table rows=2>----- ---....-

must always be which appear to be
quoted numeric.
Attribute Not supported. Supported unminimized minimized
Minimization Attribute-value attributes <dl attributes: <dl

pairs must be compact="compact compact>
written in full. ">

Empty Elements Not supported " Terminated empty unterminated empty----- -----
unless an end tag tags: <br/><hr/> tags: <br><hr>
or the start tag
ends with />.

Table 4-2 A table comparing HTML and XML

Table 4-2 compares certain distinctive features of both HTML and XML.

Descriptions of each feature (along with example) and its correctness according to the

specifications of XML and HTML are given in the table. The reference [176-178]

provides essential background required for creating documents using HTML and XML.
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Consequently, the decision making of which one between the two alternatives

available on the WWW (HTML or XML), is to be selected and deployed for efficient and

effective information discovery becomes essential. An attempt to answer this is made

with the experiment as outlined below.

4.7.1 Experimental Setup

The experiment had mainly the following components:

• Scanner

• Analyser

DS

Query
Scanner

Add
Infotron

Infotron
Dictionary

Analyzer

Figure 4-2 Schematic component interaction diagram for the experiment
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The interaction among the components is schematically shown in figure 4-2. The

functional aspects are explained briefly below.

Scanner: The scanner scans the query and the documents with a VIew to

identifying and extracting infotrons. In this experiment, markup tags are scrutinized to

extract infotrons. Metadata if any are ignored while scanning. If anything other than

infotron is encountered -that is not understood- by the scanner, it will either seek the user

intervention to furnish more details or aborts the operation, in case the user is not having

anything or unwilling to provide details. If no such error is encountered then, query and

documents along with the identified infotrons are fed to the analyzer for further

processing.

Analyzer: The Analyzer will accept the inputs from the scanner and can be

reached only if the scanner is successfuL Its task is mainly to extract infotrons of

interest to the information discoverer, which conforms to the grammar, and language of

the domain. For this purpose, Analyzer shall refer to the infotron dictionary to determine

associations between the operators and infotrons.

The information discoverer (user) is expected to supply the following details:

I.The query (as infotrons).

2.The time allowed for the IDS to come out with results (default is 30 minutes).

3.Identify the document set (out of the available 200 or all of them) for analysis.
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4. Docwnent format is to be chosen from either XML or HTML (default HTML).

The input screen for providing the above infonnation in the fonn of query is

shown in figure 4-3.

':l lnlolln.x-. OIlCOVCf, S,. te.. Que" Io4 "" 0101t lnlerne t E. """", IlriJEI

.. '0 < ~
Formrd Stop Re/'am HDIIle p",

Query: IPlease enter your query here

TIme Allocated I Allowed for Dh covuy t roI J~o .~oo;:::======J
Selece Documents (Usually Multiple):

Docam e nt l
Dotument 2
Dotument3
Dotument 4
DotumentS
Document 6
Docum~_n~ ~7 ::J

r. IITML r: XML

Stert Reset

Figu e 4-3 A snapshot of the input screen

Queries in this experiment were fed in the form of infotrons. There can be two

outcomes for each query and the result could be classified into

J. Satisfactory
or

2. Unsatisfactory.
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The outcome of a trial for the query may be satisfactory if the system could

identify the document(s) (among documents chosen) in which the infotrons furnished in

the query are found. To determine if a trial is satisfactory the total number of infotrons

and the number of distinct infotrons found are recorded.

The outcome of a trial is said to be unsatisfactory in case the system processes all

the documents chosen or utilizes all the time available and still could not find the

infotrons supplied in the query within the document(s) among documents chosen. In this

case both the total number of infotrons and the number of distinct infotrons found are

recorded as 0 (Zero). A trial can be unsatisfactory despite finding the documents

containing infotrons supplied in the query if the intended documents are not the ones,

which are identified as relevant.

On getting the appropriate command from the user (refer figure 4-3), the process

starts. The system will follow algorithms shown in figure 4-4 and 4-5 depending on the

user's preference for HTML or XML.

The algorithm followed is slightly different for HTML and XML. The

differences in the algorithms are mainly due to the nature of HTML and XML

specifications themselves.
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Step I.Read query and extract the infotrons out of it using the scanner and analyzer.

Maintain a count of the infotrons as well as the time at which the analysis started.

Step 2.Read documents in HTML format, marked for analysis one by one and maintain

another counter to count the number of documents analyzed. Analyze the document

for infotrons extracted in step 1. Count the number of infotrons encountered while

analysis of the documents proceeds. Update the time appropriately and if the time

exceeds the allocated/allowed time limit, record the time taken for analysis as the

time allocated/allowed. Display a suitable message informing the consumption of

the time allocated/allowed and then follow step 5.

Step 3.Analyze the result set (would be in HTML format) got as the output of the analysis

phase; record the count of infotrons in the result set and the time taken for analyzing

result set. If the result set is nil, initialize both these values to Zero.

Step 4.Display the total number of infotrons in the result set to the user. Switch to step 6.

Step 5.Return the result set got after analysis of the documents until this point. Analyze the

result set got as the output of analysis phase; record the count of infotrons in the

result set and the time taken for analyzing the result set.

Step 6.Record various parameters measured by the algorithm. If ranking is enabled then

prepare the ranking for the result set and measure the time required for the ranking

process. Repeat steps 1-6 for all the queries.

Figure 4-4 Algorithm for analysis of infotrons in HTML documents
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Step l.Read query and extract the infotrons out of it using the scanner and analyzer.

Maintain a count of the infotrons as well as the time at which the analysis started.

Step 2.Read documents in XML format, marked for analysis one by one and maintain

another counter to count the number of documents analyzed. Validate, parse and

analyze the document for infotrons extracted in step 1. Count the number of

infotrons encountered while analysis of the documents proceeds. Update the time

taken appropriately and if the time exceeds the limit of the allowed time, record the

time taken for analysis as the time allowed and then follow step 5.

Step 3.Analyze the result set got as the output of the analysis phase (would be in XML

format); record the count of infotrons in the result set and the time taken for

validating, parsing and analyzing the result set. If the result set is nil, initialize both

these values to Zero.

Step 4.Display the total number of infotrons in the result set to the user. Switch to step 6.

Step 5.Return the result set got after analysis of the documents until this point. Analyze the

result set got as the output of analysis phase; record the count of infotrons in the

result set and the time taken for analyzing the result set.

Step 6.Record the all the parameters measured by the algorithm. If ranking is enabled then

prepare the ranking for the result set and measure the time required for the ranking

process. Repeat step 1-6 for all the queries.

Figure 4-5 Alogorithm for Analysis of infotrons in XML documents
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1. Mention authors for book with title X.
2. Which shelf contains more books?
3. What is the total amount spent on computer books?
4. Mention the title of the book with accession no "12345".
5. Who supplied book with title X?
6. List books having 2 authors and published by X and supplied by Y in the shelf Z?
7. List all 3rd time edited books paid in Rs. and published in the year 1999.
8. List all books having more than 2 authors, published by X and supplied by Y.
9. List all 3rd time edited books paid in Rs. and published after the year 1999.
10. List books that are published by X after year 2000 starting with ISBN "81-78"?
11. List books having 2 authors and published by X in the year 2000 and supplied by Y

available in the shelf Z?
12. List all 3rd time edited books paid in Rs. supplied by Y and published in the year 1999

having 2 authors?
13. List books having 2 authors and published by X in the year 1999 and supplied by Y in

the shelf Z with exactly 100 pages.
14. List books having less than 2 authors and that cost more than Rs. 500 from publisher X

and with less than 100 pages.
15. List books with more than 2 authors and that cost less than Rs. 500 from supplier Y and

with more than 1000 pages.
16. What is the total amount spent on the books supplied by Y and available in shelf Z with

more than 300 pages published in the year 2000?
17. What is the total amount in Rs. spent on the books published by X and supplied by Y

available in shelf greater than Z?
18. List the title of the computer books whose price is greater than Rs. 700 supplied by Y

available in shelf greater than Z that has less than 300 pages and contains "81-71" in
isbn.

19. What is the total amount spent in $ (dollars) for computer books having 3 authors and
supplied by Y with 300 pages?

20. List books containing the text "XML" anywhere in its title that is priced more than Rs.
300 and published by X available in shelf Z.

21. List the books that are supplied by Y, published by X priced more than Rs. 50 with not
less than 50 pages and last name of the author ends with "ni"

22. List books having less than 2 authors in shelf Z and that are priced more than Rs. 500
and starting with ISBN "81-78".

23. List books with more than 2 authors published by X and that are priced less than Rs.
500 and starting with ISBN "81-78"

24. List first and last names of the authors of computer books with the title containing
"Arch" and are priced below Rs.l 000.

25. What is the total amount spent on the books in Rs that are published by X, supplied by
Y and available in shelf Z, with not more than 20 pages and having author whose first
name contains "Srinivas"

Listing 4-3 A listing of 25 queries used in the experiment.
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25 queries were used (refer Listing 4-3). Further, they were classified as simple,

moderate and complex. These three categories of queries were identified on the basis of

the number of infotrons in the query. A query is said to be simple if the number of

distinct infotrons supplied is less than or equal to three. It is moderate, if the number of

distinct infotrons is more than three and less than or equal to five. If the number of

infotrons supplied is greater than five it is assumed to be complex.

Query Infotrons and operators deduced from query.
No
1. authors, booktitle
2 books, shelf.mark, >
3 computer.books, price, L
4 booktitle, accession.number
5 book.title, supplier
6 books, authors, publisher, supplier, shelf.mark
7 books, edition, currency, year
8 books, authors, >, publisher, supplier
9 books, edition, currency, year, >
10 books, publisher, year, >, isbn, 1\

11 books, authors, publisher, year, supplier, shelf.mark
12 books, edition, currency, supplier, year, authors
13 books, authors, publisher, year, supplier, shelf.mark, pages
14 books, authors, <, currency, price, >, publisher, pages, <
15 books, authors, >, currency, price, <, supplier, pages, >
16 books, price, L, supplier, shelf. mark, pages, >, year
17 books, price, L, currency, publisher, supplier, shelf.mark, >
18 book.title, computer.books, price, >, currency, supplier, shelf.mark, >, pages, <, isbn, @
19 currency, price, L, computer.books, authors, supplier, pages
20 books, book.title, @, price, >, currency, publisher, shelf.mark
21 books, supplier, publisher, price, >, currency, pages, !<, author, last.name, $
22 books, authors, <, shelf.mark, currency, price, >, isbn, 1\

23 books, authors, >, publisher, currency, price, <, isbn, 1\

24 first.name, last.name, authors, author, computer.books, book.title, caJ, currency, price, <
25 books, currency, price, L, publisher, supplier, shelf.mark, pages, 1>, author, first.name,

@

Table 4-3 Infotrons and operators furnished in the experiment.
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The query was furnished, not directly as in Listing 4-3. Instead they were

provided to the experiment in the form of infotrons. Table 4-3 depicts the infotrons used

on behalf of queries.

Several important measures were recorded as part of the experiment. The

description for each is given below:

Total number ofdocuments analyzed (Nda): It is the total number of documents

analyzed among the selected ones, for a given query. It could take a maximum value of

200 (as in this experiment, the total number of documents were 200). Ideally it would be

the count of documents actually analyzed within the allowed time for analysis.

Total number of infotrons analyzed (Nia): It is the total number of infotrons

analyzed before reaching any conclusion on the discovery of information.

Number of infotrons available in the discovered result set (Nir): This is a

measure of the number of infotrons available in the discovered result set in case the trial

if found to be satisfactory. Otherwise it is recorded as Zero (0).

Total number of distinct infotrons available from, all the documents in the

collection (Nid). This measure provides the total number of distinct infotrons available in

the domain of analysis.
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Total number of distinct infotrons available from, all the analyzed set of

documents (Nida): This is the number of distinct infotrons scanned and analyzed from

the marked set of documents.

Total number of distinct infotrons in the query (Niq): Total number of distinct

infotrons as available in the query supplied by the discoverer. [This can be different from

the number of infotrons available in the query if intelligent query reformulation IS

allowed. However, in this experiment no such query reformulations were allowed.]

Time taken for analysis phase (Ta): It is the total time taken for analyzing all the

documents that are marked for analysis.

Time allocated/allowed by discoverer to discover (Tal): This measure is

dependent on a given query and represents the time allowed by the discoverer to finish

the discovery process. Sometimes if all document collections are exhausted in the

analysis process it could be less than the time allocated, in which case this would be the

same as time taken for analysis. In this experiment a default value on the higher side of

30 minutes has been used.

Time taken for ranking (searching and sorting) of result set (TIT): Once the

results are got then they may have to be ranked based on some criteria. Thus TIT is time

taken for ranking the result set. This measure is having relevance only if the outcome is

satisfactory, Otherwise it is recorded as Zero (0).
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4.7.2 Software

Implementation of this experiment was done using Java programming language.

As the Java programming language is object oriented and platform independent, the code

that was developed has been used on many different machines and tested on different

hardware platforms as mentioned in section 4.7.3. The operating system used was

Windows 95 in the developmental system.

4.7.3 Hardware

Developmental hardware platform: The hardware specification of the

developmental platform where the actual source code required for the experiment was

developed is a machine based on pentium processor running at 200 MHz with 64 MB

RAM and 2.1GB hard disk.

Other hardware platforms used: Apart from the system on which the software

was developed, parts of system were tested on different hardware platforms. Their

details are shown in table 4-4.

HP K Class server SUN Workstation HP Workstation
K260 ULTRA SPARC -III PA 8200
3 CPU PA8000 300MHz 4X 128MB RAM
2GB RAM, 256 MB RAM 45 GB HDD
4 X 9GB SCSI HDD 4.3 GBHDD 19" Color SVGA Monitor
19" Color SVGA Monitor. 19" Color SVGA Monitor.

Table 4-4 Hardware platforms used for testing purpose
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4.7.4 Results of the experiment and Conclusion

Theexperiment is repeated for 25 queries and results are recorded bothfor HTML

and XML. Theresults are shown in table 4-5 through 4-8. From these tables it is evident

that XML way of representing infotrons required lesstimefor analysis.

Query Nda Nia Nida Nid Nir Niq Outcome
Number Satisfacory?

1 200 852 15 586 64 2 Yes
2 200 770 17 586 0 2 No
3 200 412 9 586 0 2 No
4 200 754 14 586 43 2 Yes
5 200 680 13 586 76 2 Yes
6 150 925 12 245 84 5 Yes
7 150 775 11 245 75 4 Yes
8 150 878 12 245 0 4 No
9 150 753 12 245 0 4 No
10 150 867 12 245 0 4 No
11 50 884 15 166 53 6 Yes
12 50 954 16 166 72 6 Yes
13 50 1038 17 166 67 7 Yes
14 50 986 14 166 0 6 No
15 50 972 15 166 0 6 No
16 50 979 15 166 0 6 No
17 50 965 14 166 0 6 No
18 50 482 10 166 0 8 No
19 50 445 9 166 0 6 No
20 50 924 13 166 0 6 No
21 50 889 12 166 0 8 No
22 50 935 13 166 0 6 No
23 50 1011 15 166 0 6 No
24 50 425 9 166 0 8 No
25 50 1089 16 166 0 9 No

Table 4-5 Results of infotron measures for 25 queries in HTML.
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Query Ta in (milli seconds) Tal in Trr (milli seconds)
Number (minutes)

1 25012 30 0075
2 22789 30 0
3 18420 30 0
4 21675 30 0123
5 19785 30 0135
6 26675 30 2247
7 22295 30 2143
8 25786 30 0
9 22123 30 0
10 25439 30 0
11 25643 30 2167
12 27888 30 2353
13 29876 30 2512
14 29076 30 0
15 28967 30 0
16 28654 30 0
17 28644 30 0
18 15718 30 0
19 14342 30 0
20 26743 30 0
21 25783 30 0
22 26783 30 0
23 29637 30 0
24 13243 30 0
25 30898 30 0

Results of timing measures for the 25 queries in case of HTML.
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Query Nda Nia Nida Nid Nir Niq Outcome
Number Satisfacory?

1 200 815 13 586 55 2 Yes
2 200 721 12 586 34 2 Yes
3 200 378 9 586 24 2 Yes
4 200 705 13 586 42 2 Yes
5 200 656 13 586 54 2 Yes
6 150 892 12 245 61 5 Yes
7 150 758 11 245 56 4 Yes
8 150 831 12 245 78 4 Yes
9 150 753 12 245 52 4 Yes
10 150 834 12 245 0 4 No
11 50 857 13 166 47 6 Yes
12 50 942 14 166 57 6 Yes
13 50 982 13 166 55 7 Yes
14 50 957 14 166 61 6 Yes
15 50 933 12 166 48 6 Yes
16 50 924 12 166 54 6 Yes
17 50 938 13 166 38 6 Yes
18 50 413 9 166 0 8 No
19 50 395 8 166 27 6 Yes
20 50 891 13 166 0 6 No
21 50 868 12 166 0 8 No
22 50 903 12 166 0 6 No
23 50 968 13 166 0 6 No
24 50 364 8 166 0 8 No
25 50 989 14 166 0 9 No

Table 4-7 Results of infotron measures for 25 queries in XML.
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Query Ta in (milli seconds) Tal in TIT (milli seconds)
Number (minutes)

1 17608 30 67
2 16052 30 363
3 12258 30 225
4 15272 30 50
5 13949 30 83
6 18772 30 998
7 15706 30 1180
8 18150 30 1203
9 15586 30 1032
10 17907 30 0
11 18050 30 1196
12 19621 30 1301
13 21013 30 1394
14 20453 30 1356
15 20376 30 1351
16 20157 30 238
17 20150 30 562
18 12306 30 0
19 11757 30 128
20 18820 30 0
21 18148 30 0
22 18858 30 0
23 20845 30 0
24 10853 30 0
25 21718 30 0

Table 4-8 Results of timing measures for the 25 queries in case of XML.
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Further, Ta measures for both XML and HTML are plotted. The results are

shown in the form of figure 4-6. From the chart it can seen that XML representation

takes less time for analysis. Thus the figure 4-6 clearly favors XML representation for

infotrons. In both cases the curves tread a similar path. This indicates the effect of the

analysis routines on both XML and HTML representation is same.

Plot of Time taken for Analysis In XML and HTML

Ta in (milli ·;;;o~~ll

-Ta in (milli seconds) I-,

Figure 4-6 Chart of time taken for analysis for 25 queries in HTML & XML

It is observed that all simple queries yielded satisfactory results in XML. It

performed better in other categories of queries as well. From the results as in the table
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4-9, it could be concluded that XML would be better by a factor of 2 when compared

with HTML for infotron incorporation.

Alternatives No of Query Type Percentage Of Overall
for Infotron Queries Queries Percentage

Representation Answered
Satisfactorily

HTML 25 Simple 20% 60%

Moderate 20% 40% 32%

Complex 60% 20%

XML 25 Simple 20% 100%

68%
Moderate 20% 80%

Complex 60% 53.33%

Table 4-9 Summarized result of the experiment

Apart from these testimonies, there are other reasons for preferring XML to

HTML. Major ones are mentioned here.

• XML documents need to be validated and well formed. Such a structuring

restriction on the contents of the documents makes it adaptive for

information (refer section 4.4), by conforming to a given language and its

grammar.
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• Processing can be in multiple ways. For instance, depending on the

problem in hand the processing can proceed by following event driven,

DOM or tree based method. In fact such processing in XML, resulted in

computing the total amount spent on computer books. Also it becomes

easy to compare the total number of books present in each shelf and find

which shelf contains more number of books.

• XML is being augmented by other standards such as Xpointer, Xpath,

Xforms Etc.,

4.8 INFORMATION DISCOVERY SYSTEM

A system, which we call Information Discovery System (lDS), is one that starts

with the infotron(s) supplied as clue(s) (fed to the system in the form of a query), and

results in brewing the information required to satisfy the need of the information

discoverer by utilizing the documents at its disposal (as vast information space). IDS

uses documents at its disposal in addition to the infotron dictionary for discovering

information. In order to discover the information, the system starts with the query

containing infotrons. Infotrons that are provided in the query becomes clue to the system.

Information discoverer should allow sufficient time for system to explore the vast

information space. Given sufficient time, it is expected that an IDS in return reward the

information discoverer with information that would satisfy him.
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4.8.1 Requirements

Information discovery system is expected to possess certain characteristics. They are

enumerated below:

JDS must be

Extensible.
Scalable.
Adaptable.
Robust.
Functional in an open environment.
Having a vast information space at its disposal for discovery.
Capable of surviving network faults and errors (fault tolerant).

4.8.2 Specifications

In order to design such an IDS system, the following specifications were used.

• The system will be designed to study the feasibility of information elements as the

modelling base for successful information discovery using XML documents (for

incorporating infotrons) available in the internal network, in lieu of full text database,

as is the case in JR.

• The IDS must be configurable to work in two modes. IDS can be configured to

return a single document containing the merged result from different

resources/documents. Alternatively, it can return multiple documents from the

information space.
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• The vast information space IS a collection of XML documents containing the

infotrons. If such a space IS not available then it must be created using the

transformation of traditional databases or HTML pages into XML documents.

Further, these XML documents must be validated for well fonnedness. This is

necessary, as the IDS should be deployed in an open distributed environment. Task

of conversion of databases to XML is fairly easy. Major vendors of RDBMS

packages are already providing the facilities to export or import data from XML (for

instance MS-SQL Server, DB2 and Oracle).

• The system should have a web-based interface for the discoverer to interact with the

system for providing vital inputs either by means of a query or a system initiated

dialog to control the process of discovery.

• The system should have provisions to scan both the information content in a

document for discovery purpose and the query supplied by the information

discoverer. Documents are supplied by the Gatherer subsystem (refer to Gatherer in

section 4.8.3 below). The information discoverer should supply the query string with

infotrons. The Scanner should identify and separate the infotrons. The Analyzer,

Classifier and Categorizer and other components of the system would further brew

information from the scanner-identified infotrons; thus ultimately resulting in

information being discovered.

• The system should be capable of maintaining three different types of dictionaries viz.,

system wide infotron dictionary, user specific infotron dictionary, and session specific

infotron dictionary.
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• Maximum reuse should be attempted by utilizing the same algorithms for different

components viz., Scanner, Analyzer, Classifier and Categoriser etc., wherever it is

possible to do so.

• The discoverer controls the way the infotron is stored in his private infotron

dictionary. A wizard like interface to help the discoverer should be provided for

manipulating the discoverer's private infotron dictionary. The manipulations allowed

mainly are adding, modifying, and deleting infotron's from discoverer's private

infotron dictionary.

• The provision for maintaining multiple infotron dictionaries by the same discoverer

should be provided.

• During reference of infotron dictionary, the first preference must be given to the

discoverer's private infotron dictionary. In case the infotrons expected to be present

in discoverer's private infotron dictionary are unavailable, then the system wide

infotron dictionary can be consulted with discoverer's consent. Alternatively, a

session wide infotron dictionary could be created whose life ends as soon as the time

span of the session expires either due to user's request or due to system failure.

• Multiple infotron dictionaries can be active at any given time for the same discoverer,

provided there is no conflict among them. Conflict between two infotron dictionaries

is said to exist, if both of them contain the same infotron with different specifications

for them. Discoverer cannot have infotrons in his private dictionary those that are

part of the system dictionary. Thus any potential conflicts between system and

discoverer's dictionary are not allowed to creep in.
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• The ranking of the resulting set after discovery should be done (in case the IDS is

operating in multiple document mode). This may be achieved by using some

statistical evaluations on the number of infotrons present in each document of the

resulting set. The ranking question does not arise in case the IDS is configured to

supply only a single document as result.

• The system should be designed by keeping In mind the penta-tier architecture

described in chapter 3. Components of the IDS system are expected to run in

one/more of the tiers of the architecture. The exact positioning of independent

components in the architecture depends on the nature and functionality of the

components. In case a component has to be developed which has to appear in more

than one tier then such a component has to be logically divided into subcomponents

with proper care and implemented separately by making them amenable to different

respective tiers of the architecture.

4.8.3 Architecture

The architecture of IDS that satisfies most of the specifications and the

characteristics listed above is shown in figure 4-7.
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The architecture shown contains the following components:

• Scanner

• Analyzer

• Classifier and Categoriser

• Sorter and Ranker

• Discoverer

• Dispatcher

• Gatherer

• Query gatherer

Scanner and Analyser are described in section 4.7.1. The rest of them are

described below:

Classifier and Categoriser: From the list of the infotrons provided by the

Analyser, this component of the architecture classifies and categorises them. This would

further help in expansion or shrinking of the candidate document set that was initially (or

subsequently generated by the system at any given point of iteration) identified for

investigation.
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Sorter and Ranker: This component of the IDS is responsible for assigning the

weights to the infotrons in association with the Discoverer component (described next)

and infotron dictionary. Such a weight assigning mechanism would help in sorting and

ranking of the documents -identified as relevant- for the purpose of presentation.

Discoverer: This component is the heart of the IDS. Basically it is a collection

of algorithms based on the IR techniques (discussed in detail in section 2.4), tuned to

work with infotrons and infotron dictionary. Since the process followed is the same for

both the query as well as the documents (refer figure 4-7), intelligent information

discovery is possible.

Dispatcher: From the document set provided by the Discoverer component,

Dispatcher would appropriately place them based on the weights associated with infotron

and relationship between other infotrons (derived from infotron dictionary), to provide a

single or multiple documents as requested by the mode selected for operation of IDS by

the user. In the context of a hint from the discoverer for gathering more documents from

the networked environment, this component feeds the Gatherer component (see below)

with appropriate infotrons.

Gatherer: Gatherer component is composed of multiple spiders, which can

traverse independently the information space to identify and retrieve the documents

appropriate for the infotrons that Gatherer has been fed with. The documents so gathered
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are further channelised to the Scanner (refer section 4.7.1) thus completing the cycle,

which can be repeated till a satisfactory answer is reached by the Discoverer component.

Query gatherer: The user of the IDS starts the above repetitive cycle by

invoking this component. This component acts as an interface for the user to supply the

infotrons as query, which would be fed to the Scanner for analysis and refinement. Other

inputs like the time allowed for the discovery and the selection of initial document set can

also be incorporated for more efficient and effective discovery in this component of the

system similar to the one in figure 4-3.

All the components of the system described above, have interaction with the

infotron dictionary that is not shown in figure 4-7. Hence the design and development of

infotron dictionary is as crucial as the design of the data warehouse and populating it.

The design of infotron dictionary is highly dependent on the domain in question. It is

quite evident that infotron dictionary banks on the language and grammar of the infotrons

-that form its basic constituent parts- unlike data warehouse that does not have any such

constraint. Nevertheless, the important point to note is the similarity of the nature of

infotron dictionary with that of the static data discussed earlier (refer chapter 3) with

respect to the penta-tier architecture. The following paragraph envisages the anology

among penta-tier architecture and the IDS architecture and suggests how and where

different IDS components can fit within the available tiers of the penta-tier architecture

(refer figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-8 IDS components in Penta-tter Arehuecture.

The (system wide) infotron dictionary represents the static data for the IDS. It is

ideal to place it into the data warehouse tier in the penta-tier architecture. Occasionally

the user keeps creating the session-wide infotron dictionary and he also maintains his

own private infotron dictionaries apart from the system wide infotron dictionary. These

would act as the dynamic data and in due course of time (if the user prefers), it could be

merged with the system-wide infotron dictionary thus making it static. The networked

computing machine and the network operating system used by the underlying DS

(whether IntranetlExtranetlInternet) forms the lowest tier in the architecture. The

datamining tier is composed of the Discoverer and Classifier & Categoriser components
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of the IDS (refer figure 4-7). The OLAP tier consists of the Sorter and Ranker

component apart from other system-wide cache that may have to be maintained for

effective accessing (like Document Object Modelling (DaM) and other accessing

components, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) etc., used for XML) of the

documents in information space. The main candidate for the Data visualization tier of the

penta-tier architecture is Query gatherer and parts of Dispatcher components. The rest of

the parts of Dispatcher component would fit more appropriately into the datamining tier.

4.8.4 Implementation Aspects

Software and the tools used: Implementation of IDS was done primarily by

using the combination of Java programming language and Java scripts. For generating

the XML documents mainly Notepad was used. XML documents were validated using

softwares like XMLSpy, XMLwriter etc. Since the implementation was providing web

interface, most parts of system were tested on different hardware platforms as mentioned

earlier in section 4.7.3. There was no change in the configuration of the developmental

system.

4.8.5 Performance results of the IDS components

It was not possible to verify the relative performance of IDS with other similar

system that uses XML, mainly because of the non-availability of the latter. To the

authors knowledge there is currently no such system, which uses XML and is operational

having the features as IDS. Hence profiling of the components of IDS was done to assess
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the resource utilization pattern. This identified components that were in the state of

execution for a long time. It was observed that the Scanner, Analyzer and Discoverer

components were CPU intensive where as Gatherer and Dispatcher were 110 intensive.

Analyser along with Discoverer took more than 80% of the CPU time as compared to all

other components put together. Analyser and Discoverer components were accessing the

Random Access Memory (RAM) substantially. This was mainly to access the infotron

dictionary, which was maintained in RAM for efficient operations. The table 4-10

depicts the resource utilization by different components of IDS.

Sl.No Name of the Component % CPU
Utilisation

1 Scanner 7
2 Analyser 42
3 Classifier & Categoriser 6
4 Sorter & Ranker 3
5 Discoverer 39
6 Dispatcher 2
7 Gatherer & Query Gatherer 1

Table 4-10 Resource utilization of components of IDS.

To summarise, a generic IDS is developed according to the specifications given in

section 4.8.3. The penta-tier architecture was followed for the development of IDS. The

results observed were encouraging. Further to test and demonstrate the usefulness of the

system an application for its usage is developed which we called "IDLIS" (Information

Discovery in Library Information System). IDLIS is described in the next section.
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4.9 INFORMATION DISCOVERY IN LIBRARY INFORMATION

SYSTEM (IDLIS)

In order to demonstrate the working of the IDS developed in the previous section

and to discover the information (without modification to LIS), an Information Discovery

in Library Information System (IDLIS) application was developed. IDLIS is essentially a

wrapper for the LIS (Library Information System), which maintains all the databases of

the library and transactions on these databases. The purpose was to demonstrate that the

functionality of a legacy system could be enhanced with the augmentation of IDS leading

to information discovery service. In the process of demonstrating lDS, the focus was on

the issues that would prove to be significant at the time of implementation and

deployment. Thus a front end, which is a web-based interface with Graphical User

Interface (GUI) capability, was developed for interaction with legacy system. This can

conveniently be called an ID front. The GUI interface is as shown in figure 4-9.

The IDS developed requires XML document collection for discovery, therefore

library database that was available in the form of a proprietary database was transformed

into XML documents. These documents were then used by IDS system for analysis and

information discovery. The database used for LIS had multiple tables each with several

records. Details of LIS database are shown in table 4-11. Since the LIS had the books

table containing the bulk of records only this table has been used.
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Figure 4-9 Web-based GUl for lOLlS

Tablesin the LIS database Number of records
Books 49,369
Authors 39,699
Publishers 7,873
Borrowers 3,823
Journals 750
Serials 722
Audio-Visuals 32

Table 4-11 Details of LIS Database
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The user was free to enter any query related to a book. Answering many of the

questions from the user's required a comprehensive infotron dictionary for LIS. A small

and concise infotron dictionary was developed sufficient enough to demonstrate IDS.

Some of the unusual (for LIS) queries processed by IDLIS are listed below:

Q.No 1: How many authors have written the book X?

Q.No 2: Give the number of books in library written by two Indian authors?

Q.No 3: What is the total amount spent on computer related books?

Q.No 4: List the books available in library that are published by X after 2000 AD?

Q.No 5: Which shelf contains more computer books?

In order to answer these queries first the actual intention of the user should be

made clear and explicit to the system. Therefore, the queries must be transformed to

reflect these intentions. From the queries listed before, discrete infotrons as given in the

table along with the expected return value by IDS can be derived. The table 4-12 also

shows the infotrons extracted from the query and their associated value. Using these

infotrons, the IDS employs a strategy to explore the XML documents looking for the

elements as given by column 3 and satisfying conditions in column 4 of table 4-12. The
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relevant documents are further processed based on column 2 and column 5. Additional

miscellaneous data may have to be supplied as in the case of query 3.

Query Expected A list of A value for X, which is Miscellaneous
Number return value infotrons related to an infotron (Additional

by the IDS furnished to (given in bracket). processing
IDS required)

Q.No 1 Whole book, authors Value:X (book)
Number
(integer)

Q.N02 Whole book, write, Value:"India" (place);
Number author, Value:"two"(author);
(integer) publisher, Value:"2" (author)

nationality
Q.No3 Currency books, price Value:"computer"(book) Total
Q.No4 List book, publish, Value:X(publisher);

publisher, >, Value:>2000(year)
year

Q.N05. Whole book, Value:"computer"(book)
Number shelf.mark
(integer)

Table 4-12 Infotrons furnished to InS system

The system was functioning reasonably well for the unusual queries as mentioned

above. The performance was satisfactory. The result of the system for some queries,

which were answered correctly by the system, is provided in figures 4-10 through 4-12.

The study resulted in surfacing certain issues which otherwise could have gone

unnoticed. These issues are mentioned below:

I. Lack of consistent method for specifying and formulating queries.

2. Lack of user's domain knowledge could make the specification task much

difficult. It was observed that the users who had some knowledge about the
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application domain had a better vision of what to expect from the system

and hence could formulate better queries.

3. Merging of documents is not a trivial task and requires a more

comprehensible infotron dictionary.

4. The domain knowledge of the application plays a major role in designing

and deploying the infotron dictionary.

5. At the practical level, generating the XML documents, which conforms to

specification, requires considerable expertise.

J reus Noc"n oft Inl" m" t h pl"' ''' I!!ImEl

'" ,~ i!lew F~oriI: ", ''''' Ho\>.. .. Ii3 ill ~ ~ ru L~ ' 6'l
, od< f"",ard "'" Re/re$h "- 5e-sch F3VOIil... H~OIY M~ PrilI E~-- - ~_....•- .._- - _._-_.._-_.....-

IDUS has used the foDowmg data :

Answer Espected : Whole Number

"11",'

Infotl'ons Given

InfotrODvalues

book . authors

bOOF "TeachyourselfXML III 21 days'

authors= "

Further processing option selected: ..

USlllg these data IDUS cameout IlIllh 8tI answer of 2

The bam for theanswer isin theextracted XML file it canbe reached foDowmg thisLINK

Figure 4-10 Results ror Q.No 1
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<?xml verstone vf .u" ?>
<document >
<book>

<bcck.t ttle e- j'eeeh yourself XML in 21 days</ book.t itl e>
<aut hors>

<author>
< first .name>NORTH</ first. name>
< middle.name I>
<Jast .name>SI MON</last .name>

<yaut hor>
<a uthor>

<fi rst .name> HERMANS <l first. name>
<l ast .name>PAUL</ last .name>

<yauthor>
<yauthors>
</book>
</ document>

Figure 4·11

..
Forword

rollS has used the fonowtng data :

Answer Expected : Currency

A corresponding XML file got as result•

!nfolronsGiven

Infotrcn values books: 'computer"

Flllther processing option selected : 'Total'

USingthese data IOUS came out WIth an answerof RI 812214

The basisfor the answeris in the extracted XMLfile it canbe reachedfonowing Ibis LINK

!i'JDorte

~Sl "'t 11 e:u,ll!fU':l*'I.InJ..~.:l

Figure 4-12

I ,jJ! Localitll'ooel

2 ;;1

Results (or Q.No 3 from lOLlS
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4.10 SUMMARY

An attempt has been made to arrive at a general information discovery system

along with a useful and novel definition for information. To resolve the problems faced

by the user and to reflect his understanding to the system, the concept of infotrons is

supplemented by infotron dictionary. The study conducted shows that XML is the

preferred method for incorporating infotrons. IDS design and architecture is benefited

with the penta-tier architecture. IDS can be augmented to the legacy system for

providing the additional functionality of Information Discovery Services.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The research work was pursued, by following a novel approach towards

information as a whole and its discovery, with the prospect of identifying units of

information elements. A proper pathway towards the end result has been achieved

showing light at the end of the tunnel. The software architecture was presented which

can scale along with new techniques and methodologies as they evolve. It is possible to

implement the IDS even with the legacy system. Legacy system gets additional

capability with the ID front. The following concepts/ideologies were used to realize IDS.

A. Information Discovery Paradigm (Section 3.2)

B. Penta-tier Architecture with five complementary technologies. (Section 3.3.2)

C. Concept of infotrons. (Section 4.3)

D. A formal definition ofInfonnation using infotrons. (Section 4.4)

E. Comparison ofXML and HTML for ID purpose. (Section 4.7)

F. Infotron Dictionary. (Section 4.5)

This chapter mainly has 3 sections. Section 5.1 lists the major contributions of

the work. Section 5.2 observes the areas where IDS can find application. Section 5.3

identifies major issues that one might address to enrich the discipline of information and

its discovery.
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5.1 MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE WORK

The major contributions of the research work reported in this thesis can be

described as follows:

1. Identification of major issues and problems that surround the design of IOS.

2. Identification of XML as a new way of creating and disseminating information in

the context of DS. Section 4.7.2 has provided the rationale for the suitability of

the XML in the design ofIOS.

3. It has been demonstrated that information can be conveniently described with the

concept of infotrons. The infotrons can be easily implemented using XML like

specification which makes the various ways of processing the infotrons possible

by allowing it to be processed using either event driven or tree based techniques

which come naturally as a byproduct of the usage of XML.

4. The concept of infotrons are implemented in IDLIS application to show and

demonstrate that the IDS can indeed be used without much difficulty even with

the legacy systems with little or no modification to the system. Most of the times

only an appropriate conversion routine is all that is necessary to convert the data

in the legacy system in to XML documents. Even this is not the case in future, as
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most of the industry leaders are already in the process of providing a way to

convert the data stored in proprietary form to XML.

5. The penta-tier architecture based on the five complementary technologies (viz.,

Networked Computing Elements and Network Operating System, Data

Warehousing, Data Mining, OLAP and Data Visualization).

Limitations of the Present Work:

1. The decision of using one among the alternatives available in the context of

WWW (viz., HTML and XML) is based on the experiment conducted, which

used 200 carefully hand coded documents. The hand coding was preferred as

some of the editors were in their infancy for XML at the time experiment was

conducted. Though the number of documents used in the experiment is quite

small compared to the number of documents stored while the IDS would be

operational, there are other good reasons to tilt the scale in favor of XML.

2. The system has not been tested on the Internet. The reasons for this are the

following:

A. Insufficient number of XML documents for testing on WWW.

B. Browsers rendering XML were hardly available and using XSL for

compensating browser inabilities would have brought us back to HTML.
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3. The system has been tested to work properly on Linux and Windows XX

platforms at the user interface side. Other major platforms can be used but have

not been tested.

5.2 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF IDS

The following are the major areas where one can apply the IDS with suitable

modifications

5.2.1 Internet Information Discovery (lID)

This application can become prominent when the Internet grows with lot of XML

web pages or most of the information providers plan to disseminate information in XML.

The present search engines can be used as the starting point to collect and gather the

URL's of interesting Internet resources, which could be further explored, using the IDS.

5.2.2 Web Services Discovery

With the growth in Internet, there is a clear trend to use WWW as alternative to

house the services. All serious service providers are already harnessing this option. This

may lead to a plethora of web services and its providers. In the context of many service

providers being available, selecting the best service provider is a non-trivial task. IDS

helps to discover the right service provider. Further, when the competition among

service providers gets intense, they will keep changing their service charges. In such

situations, IDS can be used to identify best web service providers from time to time based
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on certain constraints provided by the service seeker. The constraints may vary often.

These are dependent on the urgency and the need of the service seeker. Constraints could

be for instance, economical, geographical, technical or any other.

5.2.3 Forensic Systems

Another important area is the security of resources (both hardware and software)

apart from the information itself (most organizations consider information as a resource

now), which are shared among the users of a distributed system. This sharing of the

resources comes with the issue of safety and security of the same. No wonder then today

Internet and its well-wishers (including IETF, W3C, academicians and common man and

organizations) are concerned about the security of resources. It may be difficult if not

impossible to evade the hackers, crackers and miscreants. Despite threats, the brave

hearts still want to utilize and benefit from the irresistible opportunities a OS provides. A

supportive effort for such individuals and organizations is the forensic systems. These

systems provide the information about the intruder and would help in tracing the

miscreants and the cause of the disaster. IDS can help discover the information related to

the intruders and their modus operandi, thus helping the forensic systems to benefit

immensely by incorporating IDS within their hood.

5.2.4 Machine Translation and Natural language understanding

With the machine having at its disposal an infotron dictionary belonging to each

natural language, machine translation of natural languages can be easily achieved. Even
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machines of future may understand the natural languages better, with IDP, infotron and

infotron dictionary concepts. The introduction of infotron dictionary, along with IDS in

to the machine, will radically change its capacity to understand the natural language

instantaneously.

5.3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The journey in the field of information discovery needs much to be done than

what has been achieved. The following issues that are identified might be helpful as a

whole for the discipline of information and its discovery.

1. While designing and developing IDLlS it was observed that begetting end users

and domain experts to consensus and making them understand why the data is

put the way it is put and why some of them cannot be treated as infotrons was

not a trivial one. This has mooted a bigger question of formulating standards for

determining the infotrons in a consistent way. The chances of determining the

infotrons in a non-consistent and designer dependent way can make the whole of

IDS behave in an unanticipated-way and make it useless in delivering the

services intended. More harm is caused when the system delivers with wrong

inferences and misinformation is discovered rather than information. Thus, it is

necessary to evolve a global standard in order to determine infotrons in a

consistent and not being designer dependent way.
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2. As the IDS has to work with multiple infotron dictionaries; the results obtained

are having direct consequences on the quality of the information being

discovered. This necessitates infotron dictionary to be handled very carefully.

The concepts like static, dynamic and meta data as explained in the context of

penta-tier architecture must have an unambiguous policy of classification and

categorizing without a possible overlap among themselves. Developing infotron

dictionary with this approach requires considerable effort on the part of designer

and implementer. Since computing machines have to use these dictionaries

ultimately, there can be only one interpretation possible for each entry in the

infotron dictionary. Other possible interpretations for the infotrons may have to

be facilitated in the infotron dictionary again in a consistent way just like that of

identifying infotrons in an application domain.

3. Deciding relationship between infotrons and their operators is a non-trivial task.

This fact actually highlights the domain expert's knowledge and his/her skill in

gluing infotrons with their operators. Here again there is a requirement for a

global level agreement among designers and architects of IDS about interactions

of operators and infotrons. Indeed rigorous research in this direction is essential

to contemplate identification of operator-infotron interactions in an efficient and

effective manner. Also the use-cases (widely applied in object oriented systems

development) can be tailored to suit IDS context, there by making it possible to

even generate the code for IDS like systems automatically and instantaneously.
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4. For implementation of the IDS in this study - java and related technology was

used. The java being an object-oriented language facilitates platform

independence. It also carries with it most of the advantages that any other

procedural andlor object oriented programming languages may achieve.

However, there are other languages, which support logical programming. These

are extensively used in AI field. Some of these programming languages like

Lisp and Prolog may change the performance level of the IDS in particular.

Thus utilization of programming languages like Lisp, Prolog than the

conventional C, C++, C# or Java for the implementation aspects can be

considered for further research.

5. Most of the search engines available on the Internet use keyword oriented

searching in the Internet information space. Along with the keywords some of

the search engines even allow modifiers (special symbols), which change the

meaning and association of the keywords present in the query. As a result, the

links delivered may change drastically depending on the keyword and modifiers

in the query. One excellent idea would be to generate the queries to such search

engines including the lDS, automatically I programmatically. It would be

interesting to experience the results of automatic query formulation in terms of

infotrons than providing keywords, as it exists now. Such automatic query

formulation and the consequent results discovered in particular might give

humanity the power to discover universal truths in a methodological way than

expecting them to be invented by accidents.
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6. The dream of any researcher would be to build infotrons and infotron dictionary

for all the natural (spoken) languages. Assuming that one-day we are successful

in doing so for all the natural languages available, then, knowledge store

available in different languages can be subjected to machine translation almost

instantaneously creating a universal knowledge store.
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Figure A-I

APPENDIX A

x y=x'
o 1
1 0

Truth table for NOT operation in La

x y z=xvy
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Figure A-2 Truth table for OR operation in La

x y Z = XI\Y

0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

Figure A-3 Truth table for AND operation in La

A-I



Function f(x,y) Name of the function
0 Inconsistency
X'AY' NOR

X'AY
X' NOT or Complement
XAY'
Y' NOT or Complement
X'AYVXAY' Exclusive OR ( Modulo 2 addition)

X'vY' NAND

XAY AND

XAY+X'AY' Equivalence
Y
X'vY Implication
X
XvY' Implication

XvY OR
1 Tautology

Figure A-4 Each row represents an operation E et> of GB in LB

A-2
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